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University Senate cans student proposals
~tudent

Senate cites irregularities, calls new meeting

By SUE STEVENOT
NIWI Steff Wrillr

A controversial University Senate
meeting on -November 7 heard four
proposals on matters concerning
student life; however, the proposals
were voted into the Executive Committee for further revision Approximately 30 students attended the
meeting which took place in the
Terrace Room.
.
·. The chairman of Senate, ·Rev.
~-obert Mulligan, S. J .• called for
·- the first item of business, the report
.
·' ·' from the Senate subcommittee
on
Student Life. The committee was
formed by Senate last spring, after
much debate by the Senators. Its
function is to make recommen~

dations to Senate based on the
results of the Campus Life Survey,
which was taken in the spring of this
year. The committee is composed of
the following faculty, students, and
administrators: Rev .. Edward
Brueggeman. S.J., chairman, Rev.
Ed Schmitt, S.J .• Dr. William Jones,
Dr. David Flaspohler. Pam
Rolandelli, Paul Peterhans, Charly
Fallon, Mr. James Sassen and Mr.
Rod Shearer. who functioned on the
committee "only as an advisor and
resource person."
Before the report could be given.
however, a discussion began on· the
Senate floor. Proposals which were
to' be contained within the report had
been distributed before the meeting

to each member of Senate. Several
members felt "obligated" to comment on these proposals. although
the report had not yet been
presented.
Mr. Sassen, a member of the committee. expressed his concern over

Refer to articles
on page 10 and 11.
problems caused by lack of time.
One problem specifically cited was
that the members of the committee
had been polled separately by the
committee's student members to
determine whether the committee

~- . May.. urg. es.

agreed as a whole to the presentation which, as he saw it, did not directly
relate to the Campus Life Survey.
of the proposals at this meeting.
Mr. Rod Shearer. who had
Individual polling had been
necessary, according to student also sat on the committee, spoke at
member Paul Peterhan~. because the this time, clarifying for the Senate
committee was unable to agree on a the role which he had played on this
meeting time before the Senate committee. According to Shearer, he
meeting Friday. In response to Fr. had not been appointed to the comMulligan's questions about the "lack mittee, but had served in an· "adof time," Fr. Brueggeman stated that visory capacity" since the nature of
the student members of the com- the committee's dealings with stumittee had felt it was important to dent life questions made it essential
present the proposals to Senate as that Shearer be present at the
meetings.
soon as possible.
Fr. Mulligan asked for the
Both Mr. Sassen and Rev. Francis
Brennan, S.J., . Academic Vice- assurance of the committee chairpresident, felt that had the com- man, Fr. Brueggeman, that the stumittee been able to meet in a single dent members of the committee had
room, the report of the committee the authority to present the comwould have had more validity for the mittee's-report. After receiving an afSenate body. Sassen also felt that the firmative response, Fr. M ulli~an
committee had overstepped its
University Senate to page 5
jurisdiction in making proposals

Xavier to ha.ve
'courage to_ build a new world.'
By MARIA MALANDRA
and LESLIE WINTERS
N•w• SlaH Wrllere

The O'Brien Seminar series
featured as their guest speaker Rollo
May, Ph.D., a prominent clinical
psychologist, last Thursday,
November 13, at 8 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium. May's lecture, entitled
"Creativity and Courage,"
emphasized the' necessity of courage
in building a new world from newlydevised symbols ..
May was born in Findlay, Ohio,
and received his Bachelor degree
from Oberlinc College. He obtained
a Ph.D. from Columbia University
in New York where he is now practicing. He taught for three years at
the American College in Saloniki,
Greece, and has- been a lecturer at
many colleges and universities.

May stated that civilization is the
result of the physically weak nature
of human persons as compared to
other animals, making it necessary
for man to think and create.
Creat.ivity is the crucial aspect, it is
the yearning for immortality, and
when used, it allows man to move
beyond his own death. May noted
that it is a human need to stretch
time, to enjoy every drop of life and
expand it. Unfortunately for man,
this is a frustrating game which is ultimately. a losing battle.
Myths and symbols then, according to May, are the guideposts of
experience for the generations that
follow. He quoted Kierkegaard's
statement that the myth is the inner
picture of reality. For example, M_ay
said, the story of Adam and Eve mdicates · the experience of man's
awakening to human conscience, the

awareness of' anxiety, guilt,
loneliness. and the need for love.
Artists. poets. and writers are the
ones. according to May. who create
and deal with the new forms. They
are open to the "collective uncounscious" of the race.
In May's words. "Of course, then,
we must see creativity as psychotism,
and is ·man willing to go that farT'
May says man _must ·have this
"courageous creativity" in order to
guide him through. Modern art is
also pushing man above the clouds
of status-quo. May added, it desires
to be authentic and honest. to deal
with the true human nature. Modern
art aims to shock the public in order
to expand men's minds." .
Man is like the bird, suffer~ng its
way out of the egg. Accordmg to

May to page 4

Fr. Thomas Savage passes away
Reverend Thomas Gerard
Savage, S.J., co-chairman of the
Englsih department at Xavier University, died Monday, November 17
at Good Samaritan Hospital. Death .
occured during surgery for removal
of a blood clot, a complication
following heart repair surgery performed on November 10.
On the Xavier faculty since
September, 1962, and chairman of
the English· department since
September. 1965, Father Savage was
known as a scholar, an interested
and interesting teacher and. a
creative, forward-thinking administnitor.
Interment will. take place at the
new St. Joseph's Cemetary in Price
Hill on Thursday morning.
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Rollo May reflects on man, myths and immortality in a talk at Xavier Nov. 13.

Ongoing participation
denied by Committee
The Xavier University Budget tentative proposals that the Budget
Review Committee, composed of Committee deemed to "directly
two faculty and ten administrators, affect students" prior to a meeting
voted against student representation with the Committee on Wednesday,
on the committee at their Thursday, Nov. 19. The student committee will
Oct. 30 meeting. Committee Chair- also be invited to attend the Budget
man Irvin F. Beumer wrote in a let- Committee meeting on Tuesday,
ter of explanation to Fr. Robert M ul- Nov. 25, 'at which time the final
ligan, president, "Our committee budget proposals to be made to the
feels that it acts on behalf of the total Board of Trustees will be discussed.
University, and, in this regard, that Student· Committee members inexpertise and responsibility are the clude three undergraduates: Steve
Cox, Bruce Foley and Denny
criteria."
Moeller and two graduate students:
NEWS ANALYSIS
John Santarone and Susan Revere.
By RJT A SCHOEN_FELD
An open meeting of the Budget
Committee
for all Xavier communiHowever, the committee recognized the need for student input "at the ty members will be held on Friday,
.proper time" in the budget Nov .. 21, at 1:30.
This decision stems from student
proceedings. They decided to allow
student input through a committee efforts ~o achieve representation on
of three to seven students that would the Budget Committee which began
Ongoing to page 4
be given budgetary information and
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compiled by JOYCE SCHREIBER

Xavier University Financial Aid Applications. ParentsConlidential
Statements. and Student Financial Statements for the 1976-77
academic vear are now available in the Student Aid ·office. All current
recipients 'of aid must reapply to be considered for assistance in 197677. The PCS or SFS should be completed as soon as possible and
mailed to the College Scholarship Service. If you have any questions
regarding financial aid, please stop by or contact the Director of Student Aid.

• • •

The Ecumenism Commission ofthe BellarmineChapeiCommunity
(chaired by Fr. Edward Brueggeman) has been invited to attend a
prayer service of the orthodox Golf Manor Synagogue on Saturday.
December 6 at 10 a.m. All interested persons in the Xavier complex
may contact Fr. Brueggeman ( 745-3505) or Dr. or Mrs. Garascia ( 2!117710). Rides can be provided.

• • •

Construction of heaven will begin on Palm Sunday. April II. 1976
in Springfield. Missouri. Gold-brick streets wandering through a 200acre plot will lead past a fiberglass Jonah-swallowing whale and a 71foot plexiglassJesus. Concessionaires dressed like the children of Gideon will walk the streets selling hot dogs ahd hamburgers. Promoter
Johnnie Hope plans to create a Bible Belt Disneyland by "making the
themes of the Bible come alive through modern technology."

• • •

"Were it left for me to decide whether we should have a government
without newspaper. or newspapers without a government. I should not
hesitate a moment to prefer the latter."
-Thomas Jefferson

• • •

"All censorships exist to prevent anyone from challenging current
conceptions and existing institutions. All progress is initiated by
challenging current conceptions and executed by supplanting existing
institutions. Consequently the first condition of progress . is the
removal of censorships. There is the whole case against censorships in
a nutshell."
George Bernard Shaw, Preface to Mrs. Warren's PrC?f"e.vsion

• • ••
Two special one-hour courses will be offered for the Spring
Semester. 1976. The first, Efficient Reading·and Study Skills will be
offered on Wednesday from I :30 to 3:30 p.m. and on Tuesday from
7:30 to 9:30p.m. This is aimed toward those who wish to develop their
reading. composition, and study skills. The second. Psychology of
Career Development, will be offered on Monday from 1:30 to :uo
p.m. This is designed for sophomores who desire help in choosing a
career. Interested students should contact either Dr. Don Cosgrove
(3531) or Mr. Joseph Sandman (3141) before enrolling.

.. .

..

Can you adopt an exchange student for the months of December
and January ? Thirty English-speaking students from Pontificial
Javeriana University in Bogota, Colombia will arrive November 30
and leave January 23, 1976. All those interested. please contact Dr.
Matias Vega at 745-3628 or 761-3575.

• • •

Any coeds who have sold chances for the Mardi Gras in the past are
eligible to be this year's Mardi Gras Queen. Who are you? Please call
Margie Conaton at 871-3276.

• • •

Dr. John Cary. Professor of History at Cleveland State University.
will speak on "Certain Unalienable Rights ... " at the Cincinnati
Historical Society on Monday, November 24. at!!: 15 p.m. The lecture
is free. and all Xavier students and faculty are invited.

• • •

Traditional American anti-intellectualism reared its ugly head when
a bookish New York City lawyer, Mr. Joseph Feldman. was arrested
for being overdue on some books borrowed from the New York Public
Library. Mr. Feldman was charged with a Class D felony after firemen
found fifteen thousand New York Public Library books in Mr. Feldman's Greenwich Village apartment. Outside the courtroom Mr.
Feldman. looking shaken but showing no signs of bitterness. gently
protested, "I like to read." Twenty men. working three hours. removed
the books in seven truckloads to the library. Their value was estimated
at $125,000.
·

Guess Who's

Run(ribbitt)ning
for Council?
moved uptown. downtown: downtown. uptown. and the Kroger
Building. out of town!
As for integrity. Frog had plenty
of it. The accounts of the confession
line not moving for two hours after he
stepped into the confessional are
common knowledge. Somehow.
when Frog promised the usual
amount of graft and corruption. you
just had to believe him.
Even Frank Weikel gave him his
support (although he wouldn't put it
in writing).
As if he needed further credentials. on the day of the elections.
Frog narrowly escaped an attempted
assasination at the fins of the ALAAmphibionese pberation Army.
(The aborted auempt occured on
Fountain Square: the intended
weapon being a fork). Echoing the
sentiments of this countrv's other
swimming politician ~f some
notoriety. Frog refused to capitulate.
Bearing all this in mind. the people
of Cincinnati went to the polls on
November 4. An obvious champion
awaited their votes. He got them.
The actual counting of the votes
was handled by a computerized
voting system. Experts were brought ·
in from Berkeley. California to run
it. Not being Cincinnati residents.
these experts had no previous
knowledge of Frog. They would
soon know more than they wanted
to.
Eight individuals sought the status
of "write-in" candidate and thus
assured themselves of a position on
Who could argue with a policy of the ballot. Frog. taking into account .
mandatory ja'J sentences for his imaginary existence. saw the
everyone? What I OUld be more fair'! folly of such action and so disdained
Frog determined that this would to do so. This would later prove to be
deter decent citizens from a criminal his undoing. In the counting of the
life. while the incorrigibles would get votes. all of Frog's votes (because he
the chance to bone up on their skills was not a legal"write-in") were voidfrom the "seasoned vets" doing life. ed.
His plans for urban renewal were
I was at the Board of Elections on
most ambitious. Frog would have that Tuesday night. so I was able to
Once upon a time. an election's
campaign was waged in the fabled
land of Cincinnati. The candidates
all battled bravely. Voters were
promised everything that one might
find in the Land of Oz. But on the
day of the elections. the .unexpected
happened: nobody won. Votes were
cast. candidates were. elected. and a
very special "nobody" won. This
"nobody" was known only as Frog.
I say "nobody" because only
children. Lewis Carroll. and radio
station WEBN are privytothesecret
that animals (including frogs) can
talk. and thus are on an equal
footing (albeit sometimes a webbed
one) with humans. The remainder of
us rest in smug assurance that there
are no such things as talking frogs.
At least we used to think so. Then
WEBN's Frog croaked his way
across the airwaves and into the
children that exist in all of us.
Frog couldn't lose from the start.
He had country boy appeal combined with a citv slicker's shovel. I've
surmised that he must have hopped
out of a Mark Twain novel in Hannibal. Missouri, and hitched a ride to
CinCinnati on the Delta Queen.
From a veritable sea of tadpoles
surfaced a "greenie" with a human
nature an~ all the corresponding
moral deficiencies. Together with his
campaign manager. I (lchabod)
Crane (of Headless Horseman
fame). Frog formulated a series of
promises certain to appeal to the dis-·
criminating ·voter.

_hear 'nmc of the reaction, to l:rog\
prc,encc on the halloh. One election·," ,,rkcr commented. "t hi' 1- rog
has u' all fouled up. He·, 'et the
counting hack at lea't an hour." The
Berkeley experts were not nearly so
charitable in their comment,. "What
the· is Frog." they repeatedly asked·
with ohvious impatience and annovance.
it is standard procedure to disregard all votes cast for a non-legal
write-in. However. in Frog's case. an
exception will be -made. The votes
will not count. but a count will be
made out of sheer curiositv. At last
report. the Board of Elections was
still too incensed to proceed with this
count: but thev will ... eventuall\'.
Frog should serve as an example
to all of you who feel downtrodden
and lowly and yet wish to aspire to
greatness. He demonstrated that one
·doesn't have to be rich and famous to
succeed: one doesn't even have to be
real.
If one may be permitted to peer
through the looking glass. as it were.
several observations may be made as
to Frog's impact.
Cynics might scoff and point out
that Frog was .merely a tool with
which WEB :'II could measure the intensity of its power over the minds of
the Cincinnati populace. (If this be
the case. then they obviously wield
considerable clout.) But I doubtthat
this is the case.
·
For those of vou who could claim
that Frog has m~de a mockery of our
system of elections. I cannot deny it.
However. in making a mockeryofit
he only served to enhance its value.
Of what value to society is any tool
that cannot be held to ridicule and
yet continue to function effectivelv. (One must admit that no actual
damage was done to the system.)
This. I think. is the essence and
value of Frog's existence. He allowed us to look within ourselves and
evaluate things in a time when
evaluation was most important.
Elections are the basis of our
democratic system. Frog appeared
at this time to mirror men's feelings
and bring them out in the open. The
fact that he actually received votes
was probably a post-Watergate
backlash. Frog. of course. was imaginary. but he embodied honesty
and openness. and in that sense he
was very real.

-----Xavier hosts Kidday, Judo
The fourth annual KIDDA \' 3rd and 4th graders from Burton
scheduled for Fridav. December 12. school. St. Mark. :';;orth Avondale
is in its final formulative stages. All and South Avondale. Places and
those interested in participating in dates for sign ups will be announced
this event. are asked to contact Stu- at a later date.
dent Government President. Paul
"Petie" Peterhans. at the Pied Piper. . ·This Friday afternoon. November
If you· cannot help in the organiza- 21st, Jo Freeman, Assistant
tion of the day's activities. you are Professor of Political Science from
encouraged to sign up for an after- State University of !\lew York will
noon with a child. The children are talk about the Politics of Womens

• • •

Liberation. Miss Freeman is a wellknown advocate of women's rights
and has written a number of bC'Ioks
on the subject ofwomens liberation.
Miss Freeman also holds a Brown
Belt in Judo and will give a briefeasy
to learn self defense technique
designed to give women confidence
when confronted. The program will
be held at 2:00 p.m. in the Terrace
Room of the University CeQter.

Cadet
Ch.Btter
MARQUIS DE LAFAYETTE .
WAS APPOINlED MAJOR
GENERAL IN THE
CONTINENTAL ARMY
BEFORE HE WAS 20
YEARS OLD.
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Thee I Sing:'' love
and laughs in White House
~~at

The ill-combined dates of News at that. Quite naturally. Diana
publication and play performances Devereaux (Cathy Kvapil). winner
· have prevented me from saying. "Go of the beauty contest. is !Jpset at
see 'Of Thee I Sing!'. " Had we a being jilted by first prize.
publication last week ·I would have Wintergreen. The drama reaches insaid just that.
ternational proportions as
Reviewing the musical. with Ger- Devereaux seeks revenge on the
shwin music and lyrics. I first
President and goes as far as to have
remember how well-cast the the French Ambassador (Paul·
"Players" were. Each actor was in
Keels) threaten the elected with the
just the right role and even the bit fact that Devereaux is the
parts were well performed.
"illegitimate daughter of the ilThe plot revolves around the cam- legitimate son of the illegitimate
paign and election ·of John P. nephew of Napoleon."
Wintergreen (Bill Braun) for PresiDuring all of this we also see Vicedent of the United States. president Alexander ThrottlebotWintergreen is running on a "Put . tom (Ken Renner) trying to get
Love in the. White House" campaign noticed. If Throttlebottom doesn't
and his campaign managers have get noticed as Vice President,
designed a scheme in which the can- Renner certainly gets noticed as
didate is to marrv the· winner of a Throttlcbottom.
beauty contest and conseq\Jently go
Ken is one of several actors that
vote-getting as the all-American
merits special mention. Renner has
an obvious flair for entertainment
couple. Trouble arises. however.
and added a great deal to the comic
when Wintergreen refuses to marry
aspect of the work. Though often not
the winner and falls in love with camintended. Throttlebottom was the
paign worker Mary Turner (Dana
center of the a.udience's attention. I
Elliott). and not a moment too soon

heard more than one person
whisper. "'Look at the Vice
President!" as Renner was comically
awaiting some chance of recognition. This "attention"" left or right
stage could have its drawbacks in
some instances but was nonetheless
an enjoyable display of real talent in ·
this c<>.se.
Braun. Elliott. Keels. and K vapil
were excellent and virtually "looked" the part. I mean that ~nlv as a
·
compliment.
Direction. choreography ..
costuming. and production
appeared· to work well together to
produce some light and different
entertainment. The amount of effort
involved to effect such a production
must be admired even if the result is
iust mediocre. which "Of Thee I
Sing" is not. The results were
superior. and these efforts are to be
admired that much more.

TELL HER YOU'RE TOGETHER FOREVER
WITH AN ENGAGEMENT DIAMOND
It's more than a meaningful relationship. You
want to be together forever. Say it in a quaint,
old fashioned way. With an engagement diamond.
We'll help you find a beautiful ring within your
budget. A radiant diamond-that says ... two loving
people can do their own thing better together.
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around him. While he is bestThe Taft Museum's fall
known as a watercolorist.
season opens November 7
Marin also created manv
with an exhibition of waterpowerful works in oil. five
colors and oils by the
which will be shown at the
American artist John Marin.
Taft.
This salute to one of the
Marin's artistic reputation
pioneers in American art durdeveloped out of his long-time
ing the early twentieth century
personal and professional
will be open free to the public
association with the American
from November 7 through
photographer Alfred Stieglitz.
January 4. 1976.
It was Stieglitz' Photo SecesMarin ( 1870-1953) spent
sion Gallery at 291 Fifth
most of his long artistic career
trying to capture the mood· Avenue in New York City that
served .as the center for avant
and· spirit of the American
garde art in· America during
Iandscape--'-from
the
the early decades of this censkyscrapers of New York City
tury. .
to the New England counThe Taft exhibition intryside and the shores of the
cludes some early works in
Atlantic Ocean. Using the
which Marin achieved
medium of watercolor with a
oriental-like effects through
mastery seldom achieved by
the use of delicate washes and
earlier American artists,·
subdued color tonalities. as
Marin created his own unique
well as many examples of
symbolic language for· the
Marin's later experimentation
structures and movements of
with the abstracting styles of
nature-for trees, mountains,
fauvism. futurism and cubism.
waves and clouds. as well as
Although he integrated cerfor man-made structures like
tain aspects of these avant garbridges. buildings and ships.
de styles into his work. Marin,
He carefully arranged the
as the paintings in the Taft exelements for his pictorial
hibition beautifully show,
"shorthand" so that his paintnever abandoned his devotion
ing_s would reflect. through
to nature for a style of pure
their own internal rhythms.
abstraction.
the vitality of nature.
The Taft Museum is located
This exhibition, which was ·
at 316 Pike Street in downmade possible through the
town Cincinnati and is open
courtesy of Marlborough
·free to the public Monday
Gallery. Inc. in New York
through Saturday. to a.m. to 5
City. spans Marin's ·entire
career and reveals the extraor- · p.m .. Sundays and holidays. 2
to 5 p.m. There is free parking
dinary varieiy of his artistic
behmd the museum.
approaches · to the world

We Serve
Pabst
Blue Ribbon
·aeer

of

Taft
Museum
.
salutes
artist
John·
Marin
.

Advanced innovations offered at the ...

·computer Center
By MAR\'. ANN, Bt:E.sc:HER
Men..tng Editor .

Recent developments in the computer facilities at Xavier have made:po s s i,llJ~ . two new academic
programs directly related to computers. as w~l}.:as new learning opportunities
other .social science
and husiness are~s.
The Center lor AcademicComputers is now completed. Under the.
general direction of. Dr. J1.1mes A.
Delane\·. the Center has ad\·anced
eJectrntliC computers 'that.· can be
used for instructional purpos~s and

in

TlluriCiav. Nowlftlliar lO. 1875

·
. ··.,·

.research. Undergraduate courses in · uon. the knowledge. skills. and
many departments. such as political creative analytical ability required
science. physic~. mathematics. for a career in technical fields inmanagement. marketing. biology. · vol\'ing the computer. particularly in
classics and chemistry .regularly in- scientific research.
The other program involving exclude projects to be worked out in
tensive use and knowledge of comth'e new computer center.
·. Two new academic programs have puters is one related to banking and
been made possible by the develop·- industr\' and leads to a Bachelor of
ment of Xavier's academic computer Science in "Information Systems."
center. The Bachelor of Science The objectives of this program are to
JJegree in Comptlter Scie!lce in- pnwide students with professional
volVes a concentration in ci.1mputer training in information systems
science. ·wgether with advanced jml\'ided hy . compuiers and to
course" ii..-mathematics and physics. denwnst;lle to students how comThe program will in\'oJ\·e. within the puters Ciln he applied to a wide ntrieframework.-ilf a liberal arts educa~ · ty of hu~ancss activities.

MAD· HATTER
MADNESS
THURSDAY-STUDENT NITE
Students Free with Current College J.D.

THANKSGIVING WEEK
Mon.

Start the Thanksgiving
Party ·Early
·

TUES.

Appreciation Nite

WED.

Beer Included With
Admission Price

THURS.

Student
Nite
·.

FRI
SAT
SUN.

WIL·D WEEKEND

Ladies Free

A Mad Wonderland Of
Dancing, Entertainment
a,nd Light Shows
3225 Madison Rd. 2 J.o.•s Required

The XU
committees
and who's
on them

J,

Bet you
didn't know

Paul Peterhans. President of the
Student Bod\·, announced at the
Student s·cnatc meeting of
\ovemhcr 10 the appointments to
the l'niversity Standing Committees. The following is a description of these committees and the
students appointed to ·them:
Administrath·e Communications
Committee: This commitee is
chaired hy the President. Consisting·
of major administrators. a representative of the FacuhvCommittee and
the President of Student Government. the Committee facilitaies
general commuication between the
various offices and parts of the University.
Student representative: Paul
· Peterhans.
Admissions Committee: The purpose of this committee is the
development of the admissions
policy. It reports to the Academic
Vice President through its Chairman. Student representatives:
Yvonne Plunkett. John Gallagher.
Athletic Board: This board
reports to the Vice President for Student
Development.
and
recommends general policy regarding intercollegiate sports to the
President. Student representatives:

Ongoing
from page 1
in September. A formal proposal
was brought before the University
Senate on Oct. 10 by Paul Peterhans.
Student Body President. Peterhans
discussed the absence of student
representation on the Budget Committee and the lack of communication between the Committee and the
Student Senate. He noted the need
for informing students about financial considerations of the University
and insuring student participation in
decisions over matters that directly
affect them. The proposal asked the
University Senate to support student
representation on the Budget
Review Committee and supplementary reports to be made by the Committee to the Student Senate every
two weeks. The University Senate
passed this proposal. 14 for. II

against. after objections were raised
by Senators.
Major objections to the proposal
centered on student ignorance of
complicated budgetary procedures.
confidentialitv of·matters discussed
in meetings. and the basic question
of the necessitv for a structure to insure student input. As Irvin Beumer
noted in the Oct. to University
Senate meeting. the interests of all
groups that make up the University
are considered in the budget making
process. even though students are
not present. Peterhans pointed out
that students want input. not just
reports .of what has already been ac'Complished.
In a letter to Beumer dated Oct.
13. Fr. Mulligan again raise~ objec. tions to student representation while
calling for the committee's answer to
the implementation of the s.. nate
proposal. "I consider the Budget
Committee to be one of the most important committees in the University .." he wrote. "Hence. it appears to
be unwise to approve any arrangement without consulting members of

Invite a Student ·Arriving
From.
'·
SOUTH AMERICA

President. Meeting on call by thei,r
Rich Cr.lll. .-\Ian 1-"utschcr. lkhhic L.echlciter.
{'ouncil oft he ('olleJ:e of Arts and chairmen. the commit!ces regularly
\itllStan.
Bellarmine Chapel Committee: · Sciences: Reporting to the Academic re,·iew the Honors Program, in the
.·\d,·isnry ttl the Oirector llfCamrus \'icc President. the council includes llni\"ersity. making their rel·ommcn!\-1 inistn·. the committee is elected !w representatives of all departments. ·dations to the Academic \"icc Presithe cmnmunit~. with the exception Included among its responsihilities dent. The normal term of office is
of student respresentativcs. Student are the study of new programs and three years. Student representati\es:
representatives: Katie Pearson. the development of new curricula. Richard Beagle. Patricia Saah. I" om
Sharon Stanley. John \ieporte. Student representatives: Martin J. Gruher . .lames Kenkel.
Shiddenhelm. Tom Flvnn. Tim
Mike Brown.
l.ibrar~· Committee: Reporting tu
·
Board or l'ndergraduate Studies l. vnch.
·Fine Arts Committee: Appointed the Academic \'ice-President. this
(Bl'GS): This board advises the
President on policies concerning the annually he the President. the com- committee re\iews policies of the
undergraduate instructional mittee makes recommendations to Uni\·ersit\' Lihrar\'. Student
programs of the University. Its the Vice President for Student representati\·es: Gail Austing. Paul
membership includes the deans and Development on fine arts programs Rihm.
associate deans of the-undergraduate and exhibitions. Student represenPrograms and Publications {'omcolleges. the librarian. the tative: leslie Winters.
Grievance Committee: The com- mittee: Its duties include the regular
Registrar. and seven members of the
facultv. and two students. Student mittee. which reports to the Presi- review of student publications. and
repre~entatives: Tim Lynch. Marty dent. meets upon the call of its chair- programs as related to University
man to hear complaints which astaff policy. Student representatives:
Dybicz. Mary Henkel.
Calendar Committee: This com- member of student might have regar- Steve Bedell. Mary Ann Buescher.
mittee makes recommendations to ding conditions of University Mary Henkel.
Space {'ommittee: Reporting to
the President on all matters concer- employment. after recourse has been
ning the University calendar. Stu- had to the regular supervisory of- the President. the Space Committee
fices. Student representative: Paul reviews all requests for space in Undent representative: Rich Russo.
iversitv facilities. It simitarlv makes
Commencement Committee: This Peterhans.
committee. appointed annually by
Honors Program Committees: I) recommendations regarding the
the President. has general repon- The Committee for the Honors A.B. renovation of huildings for their
sibility for planning all commence- 2) The Committee for the University more effective use. Student represenment and convocation exercises. Scholars. These committees and . tatives: Paul Peterhans. Steve
Student representative: Barb their chairmen are appointed by the Hayes.

the committee to determine which
arrangement they feel will be
workable." Mulligan. in a subse- ·
quent interview noted the importance of not disturbing the
procedure of a committee "which
has been so critical in getting the University out of deficit" by allowing
student participation. Beumer expressed similar sentiments. "The
whole purpose of the Committee.''
he said. "is to balance the budget.
and bring estimated costs in line with
income."
The Budget Committee's final
decision. as a result of these attitudes
and objections. was a watered-down
version of the original proposal. According to Peterhans. "We wanted a
voice from the beginning to the end
of the procedure. We did not want to
simply be given the facts that the
Committee feels are in student interest." However. the decision does
fulfill the objective of allowing student input without changing the
Committee procedure. an objective
repeatedly emphasized by both

'\bu'll never know
·howmucheood
~ucanao·

until

doit.
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For information on career ~pportunities within the. Chi.ropractic
Profession fill in and mad· to: Chiropractic Career, Hamilton Coun.ty
Chiropractic Association, Suite 207, 10948 Reading Road, Cincinnati,
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You can help people.
In fact, there's a crying
need for you. Your talents.
Yourtraining. Your concerns.
They can make you price·
less as a volunteer in your
community.
If you can spare even a
few hours a week, call the
Voluntary Action Center in
your town. Or write:
"Volunteer:· Washington,

D.C.200l3.

.

It'll do you good to see
how much good you can do.
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COUIISES IEGIN MAY 21
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May. this is a time when the old ways
are falling to give way to the new
way. which is not yet born. Man is
experiencing the total breakdown of
his traditions. ·yet he cannot
withdraw in panic. Man needs
courage. May said. which will give
realitv to all other virtues. and man
need~ creativity to see the new symbols. to go into the collective unconscious. and then to cuitd a new
world.

· Voice and Guitar
Catholic, Protestant
or non-denominational
Call 541-4728

Call 745-3355, 745-3628 (day)
761-3575 (evenings and weekends)

CHIROPR.ACTIC

May
from page 1

CALL 321-3931

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160·
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.

JANUARY

Office: Alter 104-C

within the Committee. In this shuflle
of priorities the cards seeemed to
have. been stacked against the.
successful interchange of ideas
between students and the Budget
Review Committee - and according
to Mulligan and Beumer. no change
of this structure is anticipated.

TYPING IN MY HOME
$1.00 a page

RESEARCH

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
113221DAHO AVE., /I 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477·8474

to become a member of your family:
3 to 8 weeks

DECEMBER -

Beumer and Mulligan. "The Budget
Committee will do its job." Beumer
said. "then discuss with students
before a final decision." Dailv
meetings of the Budget Committee
have been held since Nov. 6. but "the
first meeting with the student committee is scheduled for !'iov. 19.
It would seem that the original
proposal for student input was lost
somewhere in the shuffle of the administration's priority concerns. The
initial proposal should have resulted
in a definite change in the Committee- this would seem necessarv to
accomodate added input. But the-administration. in being unwilling to
change the structure. has given
students merely enough rope to hang
themselves. A major objection to
student input was that student par- .
ticipation would slow up the Committee's process. by not atfowing
students to be on-going members.
this seems to have been guaranteed.
The Committee is. in effect. -interrupting itself to take a fleeting
glance at student viewpoints in what ·
is otherwise a fluent procedure

I

AUTO A~D LIFE INSURANCE
•avter NNI

"Doing what little we can"

Xavier- joins fast for a World H-arvest
No one pretends that going
Without food for one dav will make a
·dent in world hunger. ·but OxfamAmerica. an international agenc\'
sponsoring a "Fast For A World
Harvest" on Thursdav. Sovember
20. says. "the fact that· there is little
we can do is no reason for not doing
what little we can."
Last November an estimated 200.
000 Americans took part in Oxfam's
nationwide 24-hour fast. This vear.
people in the U.S. concerned a"bout
growing food shortages in poor
countries will be joined by concerned
Canadians. Scheduled a week before
Thanksgiving in the U.S .. and short·
ly after Canada's Thanksgiving. the
continental "Fast For A World
Harvest" marks a first in cooperative
efforts by North Americans to fight
world hunger.
The primary purpose of Oxfam is
to provide financial support for
groups helping the low-income people of developing countries. Money
not spent for food November 20 will
go to Oxfam projects to help small
farmers in Asia. Africa and Latin
America. Such development
programs as water. storage. better
seeds and improved livestock

.....

management will help to grow more
food in famine areas.
Colleges. churches and community groups. as well as individuals. are
organizing both to fast and to direct
local and national attention to the
growing inequities of world-wide
food distribution. Coffee. tea. fruit
juice or broth may be taken during
the 24-hour hunger period. Participants are asked to calculate the
cost of the food which they would ordinarily consume in the same period
and donate the equivalent to Oxfam.
This is the first year Xavier will be
participating in the fast -sponsored

The President's Report: 1974-75

··--.~

.., ____ .. , ... ,_,

......·-··· ....... .

on campus by the Food Day Committee. A spokesman for the Committee said the purpose of the fast at
Xavier is to confront the University
with the fact of world hunger. at the
same time allowing them a chance to
respond. Donations will be collected
outside the grill. cafeteria. faculty
lounge. and faculty dining room all
day Thursday. November 20 ..
The regular 5:00 p.m. liturgy on
this day. given by Fr. Jim O'Brien.
will center on the theme of world
hunger and all those participating in
the fast are encourage to attend to
celebrate together.

New1 IIIII Wrlllr

Xavier students generally pay less
for their education than students at
comparable private universities. according to The President's Report:
1974-75. According to Fr. Mulligan's report, this is an intentional
strategy on the part of the university.
· since "the vast majority of Xavier's
students . . . must work their way
through college." To make up the
35% difference between tuition and
current operating expenses. other
sources are used.
The Jesuit fac.ulty contributes
$300.000 in services each year.
Businessmen Mobilized for Xavier
was extremely successful last year.
raising nearly $200.000. More than
SIOO,OOOwas gained from the Alum. ni Drive. The Parents. Campaign
yielded $30,000. and the campaign
for XU athletic Programs realized

more than $15.000. Finally. the
Booklovers sponsored the annual
Mardi Gras to assist the Honors
program. and also contributed to the
library.
The XU Advancement Fund
Campaign provides money for improvements beyond normal
operating costs. such as new construction and major program expansion. Scholarship endowments have
increased more than $600,000 since
1970 .. The D. J. O'Connor
Professorship totals more than
$300,000 for the development of a
new hospital administration
program stressing the use of computers. Hinkle Hall and Fieldhouse
renovations were paid for by various
grants totalling $250,000. A Jergens
Foundation grant assisted expansion of the Montessori method
teaching program. Computer Center
expansion funds came from several
sources. most notably Ford Motor

THURSDAY,
1975

NOVEMBER

20 ,

Puce ~ ·~rps . Recruiters: Rcgi.,
Koom. lm1vcrs11y Center. lJ:IJIJ-5:()()
p.m.
~ena_te t:Jectiuns: Check Room. UnIVersity ('enter. Voting from I} a.m.12 noon.
Thanks~eivin~e Buffet llinner: X 1J
Cafeteria. 4:30-fl:JO p.m.
· ·
l>elta Si~ema J•i: Regis Rooni University Center. 7:311 p.m.
·
Community C'hest Meetin~e: OK 1
Room. University Center. X:31J a.m.4:30p.m.

7:1KJ-IIJ:fl41 p.m. .
Ua10ce: Pn:~L·ntcd h\ ,\.I 1. Ba~L·ha II
I cam. Armory. X:.lli- 1.1111 a.111
Tucker\ Tan ern: ltappy If 11111 It"'"
3-fl p.m .. ~)pen !U)() 2:1111 a.m.

SATURDAY,
1975

NOVEMBER

22

IB('S,Institute: Mcuaninc. University Center. 12 Noon.
Community ('hest Meeting: OKJ
Room. IJ niversity Center. IUO p.m.
Faculty Wives: Hearth Room University Center. 9:00 p.m.
'

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23,1975

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1975
.•·:ilm Society Presents "2001": X.U.
I heatre. 6;30 p.m. and 9:30p.m.
Senate Uections: Voting in Check
Room. University Center. 9:00a.m.- TUESDAY, NOVEMBER25, 1975
12 noon.
Senate Election Count: Regis <:incinnati Playhouse: "Relatively
December 21.
Room. University Center. I :30 p.m. Speaking" through
\
IBC:s Institute: Mezzanine. UniverWEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
sity Center. 12 Noon.
1975
'
Speakers Committee Present Joan
Freeman: Terrace Room. University .
Ranger Club Backpacking in
Center. 2:00 p.m.
Smokey Mountains: Nov. 26-30.
International Students As.~ociation: Thanksgiving Vacation Begins:
Hearth Room. University Center. Holiday. all divisions.
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limitations of censorship by the UnU n l•y erSI"f y S en ate iversity.
especially in areas or
from page 1
speakers and publications. The next
proposal urged that Student
again .asked that the report be given.
He stipulated that no discussion or
questions would be allowed during
the presentation. The rep 0 rt was
then presented by Paul Peterhans.
President of Student Body. and
Charly Fallon, a student initiator of
the Campus Life Survey.
Peterhans and Fallon explained
that the committee had decided to
base its work on the Student Handhook. Revision of the Handbook, a
task undertaken by the committee.
was carried out using the Statement

. 2001:.
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Government have the same authority to investigate areas of student in. terest as the University. The final
proposal asked for extension of
library hours and use of Alter Hall
for study purposes.
Company.
Recommendations were
· The Corbett Foundation has
presented which will be implemented
made two sizable grants: $75.000 for
by Rod Shearer. These recommen"programs developing the appreciadations will be put into effect no later
tion of fine arts." used for the new
than the beginning of spring
classical music center in the library.
semester. 1976. Recommendations
and half of the $1.5 million cost of
include provisions for student parthe first phase of the Fr. Paul L.
ticipation
in policy formation and
O'Connor Sports Center. The se~
evaluation of dormitory staff, as well .
cond phase. to which the Cohen
on Rights and Freedoms, The as for interaction between students
Foundation has given $100.000. will
Profile ·of a Jesuit Vniversiu• and both the Jesuits and the Student
cost an estimated $600.000. and will
Graduate. and the Campus Life Sur- Development staff.
be commenced when fully funded.
The presentation of the report by
vey as guidelines for the revisions.
The special library endowment
fund is near $60.000. and a strong The extensive work on the revisions Peterhans and Fallon was indrive will be made to reach the five- was done by the student committee terrupted at several different points
year goal of $700,000. A faculty en- members, working with a group of by Fr. Mulligan. inquiring whether
the report was completed yet.
dowment fund. to provide funds "for students from Student Senate.
Following this explanation, four Peter hans was not permitted by the
additional research and writing opportunities for the faculty," has been p~oposals were presented, each Chairman to conclude the report
directly related to the Statement. the with his comments and exinitiated with $50,000.
The advancement fund has reach- Profile, and the Survey. The first was planations, an intention which he
ed (as of June) seven million dollars. concerned with student input into in- had expressed at the start of the
with an ultimate goal of fifteen tervisitation policy for the dorms. report. Fr. Mulligan asked for a moThe second addressed itself to the t~on to both accept the report and
million dollars.
·
simultaneously refer it to the Executive Committee for further study
and refinement. The motion was
. University Center Theater
made and carried.
Sunday Nov. 23 at 6:30 and 9:30
The Budget Committee report,
presented by Mr. Irvin Beumer
Vice-president for Business and
Finance. explained .how the budget
was formulated. He concluded with
the fact that expenses presently exceed projected income by more than
$1 million. In response to a question
by student member ofSenate, Ray
Lebowski, Beumer stated that at this
point the Budget Review Committee
was more concerned with cutting expenses than with raising tuition.
Finally Fr. Mulligan explained
the expanded communication structures in the University, referring
specifically to the issue of student
participation on the Budget Review
Committee. A resolution caUing for
a student representative on the
Budget Review Committee had been
passed by University Senate on October 10, but was rejected by the
Comf!!ittee itself. The new structure,
explamed by Fr. Mulligan, will
allow students to be informed of
Budget Review decisions, but disallows student parti_cipation on the
MGM PRESENTS ASTANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION
committee. Following this presentation, the meeting was adjourned .
On Monday, November 10, the
Student Senate unanimously voted
to call an unscheduled meeting of the
~niversi~Y. S~nate. in the li&ht of
trregularttJes tn the handling of the
Student Life Committee's report.
The by-laws of University Senate
STARIIINO KEIR DULLEA. GARY LOCKWOOD
state that meetings of the Senate may
SCIIEENPLAY IY STANLEY KUBRICK AND ARTHUR CLARKE
be called on written request by a
P~ODUC£0 AND DIRECtED BY STANLEY KUBRICK
two-thirds majority of Student
SUPER PANAVISION'ANDMETROCOLOR 1/!A
Senate. A date for the meeting has •
.MGM
not yet been announced.

How Xavier makes ends meet
By RAY LEBOWSKI
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TOM USHER,
SPORTS EDITOR

Boo·ters can Thomas More,
Urb-ana; record stands at 8-4
By TOM USHER
Spotta Edllor

Tom Stevens and Joe Giesting
both tallied two second half goals
last Saturday, to provide the spark
the M usketters needed to subdue the
Rebels from Thomas More 4-2 at
Corcoran Field.
In the first half, the big X did their
impression of a bear in hibernation,
as Thomas More walked off to the
locker room with a 2-0 advantage.
Rebel Jim Stetter opened the scoring
by sending a 20-yard frozen rope
over Xavier goalie Tom Powers' left
shoulder and into the net. Stetter's
brother Rick inade it ·2-0 rebels with
17 minutes left in the first half.
At this point coach Bob
McKinney pulled Powers from the
goal in favor of AI Ricks. Ricks
played shutout ball for X. U. the rest
of the game. Powers, who .entered
the game as one oft he top goalies in
the state, just didn~t have it Saturday.
In the second half X came out firing on Rebel net-minder John
Voelmecke. X outshot the Rebels

22-3 in the second half and 39-12
overall.
Giesting who scored his two goals
within 2 minutes, also recorded an
assist. John Capurro chalked up two
assists on the day, to go with a ton of
shots on goal. Stevens, with his two
goals Saturday, became the IOth
leading scorer in the state of'Ohio.

Saturday is Senior DayM uskies face
U.C. at home
At Dayton on November 12th X
played Top-Notch ball for the last 10
minutes, but it wasn't enough. as the
Flyers held on to win 2-1. X's lone
goal came off the toe of Joe Giesting
from Tom Stevens. With IS seconds
to play in that one, Mike Connolly
kicked a 30-yard bullet which hit the
middle · of the · goal cross bar and
leaped over. Dayton sensation
junior Bob Rohrbach scored both
Flyer goals in the first half. Rohrbach, who led the state of Ohio in

scoring, finished the season with 31
goals. Earlier in the year against
Wilmington, Rohrbach racked up 7
goals to tie a state record. Commenting on the dayton game, McKinney
said, "We definitely out-played them
on the field, but they were a bit more
physical than we were, and that
made the difference. Our guys really
played their hearts out, though."
As far as the Urbana game is converned: an Urbana inhuman punched a referee in the mouth to stop the
game, and give X a 3-1 win. I think
they should change the name of the
school from Urbana Junior College
to Urbana Jungle College.
Xavier's present record is 8-4 with
only the crosstown rival Bearcats
remaining on the schedule. U.C. will
be at Corcoran field Saturday at 2
p.m. Saturday will be proclaimed
Senior Day to honor seniors Joe
Rozier, Joe Martin, AI Ricks, Pat
Sayers, and Tom Steinbach. Show
the Musketeers you want Bearcat
soup as much as they do, and be
there.
·

Stall Plloto by BARB VEREB

Xavier hooter battles a Thomas More player for the goal in Saturday's
game.

Intramural All Stars play Friday night
The XU intramural all-stars will play this Friday night in the stadium at 7:00p.m. The squads will consist of ourstanding players from Men's A league against Men's AA league. The following players were
chosen by the officials and Intramural Staff to represent their respective leagues:
MEN'S A

J. Ryan - Brockmen
Jack Rozier - Brockmen
Dave Zerbe -Zombies
Mel Counts -Zombies
Ron Haven - Zombies
Kevin Ohea - Mountain Boys .
Mike Quinn- Mountain Boys
Tom Tracy- Mountain Boys

MEN'SAA

Cliff Robson - laGrande Jim Donlin - Jamocs
John Sikonki - Jamocs
Pual Held - laGrande
Tim Murphy- Kunda Pins
John Gallagher - Somf
Grant Totem- Jamocs
Steve DiBrito - Somf
Jim Kordac - Kunda Pins
Jim McCafferty - Giant
Glen Peten - Kunda Pins
Steve Hayes - Jamocs
Dave Mauch- Jamocs . Dave Pilqualone - Kunda Pins
Ralph Chamben - laGrande
Dan Eigel - Jamocs

Jim Berpnen - Mountain Boys
Dan Sicking - The Gang
Joe lams - Fonzie and The Cools
Tom Burns- Soho
Mike Edwards - Soho
Mike McKunes - Soho
Matta Habash - Swamp
Bu'ci Estwanik - Swamp

row:
Looby, Peggy Price, Jane
Schweer, Helen LaJeunesse: Back row: Coach Jim Brockhoff, Mary Beth
Butler, Kim Kikelski, Denise Glenn, Mary Ann McKay: Absent: Kathy Sutton, Barb Lechleiter.

Group 10. Save up· to 331JJ%
Go home on Allegheny. And
. roundtrip (up to 20% one way).
save yourself some money. We
Groups of 10 or more save when
offer a wide variety of discount
they purchase tickets 48 hours in
travel plans with big savings for
advance and take off together. And
groups and individuals.
you can each return separately, if
The Li~rty Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places · you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9. Save up to 20%
besides, with unlimited travel at
roundtrip. Groups of 4 to 9 save
one low price. You get a choice of
when you make reservations 48
3 plans, too-7 days for $129, 14
hours in advance and fly together
daysfor$149 and 21 days for$179.
to and from selected cities. Stay at
Good everywhere we fly, except
least 3 but no more than 30 days.
Canada.

Leave before noon on weekdaysanytime on weekends.
Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a . Saturday or
Sunday.
· For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount
travel plans and flight reservations.
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allegheny Airlines reservations number. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.

You have something to
share with the people
of the rural South and
.Appalachia-yourself.
Find out about the
opportunities open to
you as a Glenmary
Priest, Brother or Sister.
For free information about opportunities with Glenmary Home Mis.
sioners. write:

GLENMARY. Room. #49

-,

Box46404
· Cincinnati. Ohio 45246
0 Also please send free
17" x 22" God Made Me
Poster. Shown Above'.
0 Send free poster only.
Name ________~------~

Address ________________
(#5871)

City·________ state _______
Zip

Pege6

----Age_~-XavlerN.WI

Bowlers drop ·
close matches
to U.C., Dayton

·,.

·'.

Last Saturday at University of
Cincinnati Bowling Lanes the
Xavier Bowling Team dropped five
of six games.
. In the match against University of
Dayton the M uskies lost all three
games, none by more tha·n 60 pins.
High games for Xavier in the match
were turned in by Rick Brungs, 192,
244: Allen Bizub, 182; and Andy
Nutini, 196.
Then the Xavier team took on
Miami and dropped two of three
games. Again all the games could
have gone either way. The largest
margin of pins that the Blue and
White lost by was 50. The other
game was lost by only 39 pins.
High games for Xavier in the
match were turned in by Brungs,
185;- Jim Perkinson, 191, 186; Jeff
Honnerlow, 212; and N.utini, 186,

Xavier sailor sjlnished third
in the Fall Finale Regatta at
Purdue last weekend, with
Wisconsin and Oshkosh
placing first and sec.ond
respective/~'· Intense rae-·
ing by sophomore skippers
Steve Faaer and Rudy
Siegel brought Xavier its
second sailing trophy this
semester.
This regatta ended a
successful season ofimpro'lled
team performance, as is
evidenced by finishes consistently higher than iast
spring.
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The bowling record is now three
wins - nine losses.
Photo bJ De1111n1 Kendtlck

Basketball previews: look out, Gale Cattlet

8-ba//ers toughened by seaSoning, talented recruits
By STEVE MOSER
New• 8I1ft Writer
Coach Tay
Baker has assembled
his troops on the practice floor once
again in preparation for the upcoming basketball season. Baker's
3rd campaign has all of the makings
of the Muskie's first winning season
in 13 years. This optimism is based
on the fine recruits he has persuaded
tocometoX.U. andalsotheseasoning of his returning lettermen.
Senior Mike Plunkett the leading
scorer for. the past two' seasons, is
returning for what he hopes will be
his grand finale to a most impressive
college career. Last year he carried
the offense with a 15. 9 points per
g3 meaverageandclearedtheboards
for rebounds at a rate of 8.3 a game.
He has done most of this due to
well-timed leaps, as Mike is regarded

as somewhat. small for his foward
· •
position
at 6•5. ...
The. Musk1~ round bailers a!so
ha.ve f1ve part-t~me starters returmng
th1~ year.They mclude: Ron. Laker, a
sen~or guard; Mark ·Wrlson, a
semor ~ac~cour.tman; Tony Hubbar:d, a JU!llo~ p1votman; Stan MeCoy, a JUntor guard; and Joe
Sunderman, a .sophomore. center.
Alt~ough all w1ll see considerable
actton, L~k~r and Hubbar~ seem to
~ave th~ ~ns1de track at the1r respecttve pos1t1ons.
!he r~alsh>r.Y of the 1975~7~ campa1gn w1ll be, m allprobabd~ty, the
playofth~outstandmgr~cru1tswh~

have decided to contrnue the1r
basketball care~rs here .at X. Coach
Baker saw qurte readily that _last
year's squad lacked the team speed

LAW SCHOOL

.

is ,jifficult to get into. The Law School Admissions Test
is one of the most crucial factors determining one's
acceptance to or rejection from law school. A good
score on the LSAT is a must I
We offer you the opportunity to take part in two full
days of systematic analysis of all phases of the LSAT.
Increase your score by participating in this compre·
hensive preparation.
For information, write or call now~
LSAT METHODS, Inc.
11465 Springfield Pike Suite 6
Cincinnati, Ohio. 45246
(513) ·772-1110

ACTUARIAL TRAINEES WA-NTED
Are you a Mathematic&, Economics, Operations Research, Quantitative Analysis, Accounting or Business major graduate or near
graduate? Do you have a logical mind, imaginative ideas, communicative skills and managerial aptitude? Are you seeking a
career, rewarding in both job satisfaction and financial compensation in a progressive, dynamic company? If your answers to the
above. are "Yes," then YOU should consider a career as a Casualty
Actuary with the Great American Insurance Group. Having passed
the first two Casualty Actuarial Society's examinations cQnsidered a
plus. For further information, please call:

Paulette Cassidy

369-5056

GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
(A Subsidiary of American Financial Corporation)
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
ThutldiJ, November 20, 1175

necessary to compete with the "big
boys" o~ t he M• us k'~~ sc hed u 1e.
Although he hasn t ent1~ely s~lved
the problem, he has allev1a~ed 1t to a
~re~t degree. Garry Whitfield, a
JUmor college transfer from Bre~er
State, ~labama s.hould. provide
Baker With th~ .qmck-pomt guard
t~at he has a hk1.ng for both offenSlvely and defensively.
The real catch of ~he lot co~ld ~ery
well be Terry Damels. Danrels rs a
6'4" freshm~n o~t of Hughes High
School here rn Cmcy. He had played
foward at Hughes; howe~er, ~oach
Bake~ has conve~ted ~~. rn.to a
shootr,?g guard m h1s pornted
gu~rd
offense. T.erry .~as the
qu1ck~ess to pia~ h1s pos1t1'?n we.U
d~fensrvely, but hrs mam attnbut~ rs
h1s shooting. touch. H~ isn't one tha~
would classrfied as a ' pure shooter
but he manages to put the ball in the

hoop with great regularity display· a Wide
· vanety
· of shots.' Many of
mg
the people close to the team feel that
Terry .has the most raw talent of any
M usk1e to take the court in the past
few seasons.
. Dave .Payton, a freshmen foward,
1s also h1ghly regarded. Although he
stands but 6'5" he is termed a "super
leaper" and should provide
necessary depth needed at the
foward position. Dave comes from a
w.inning tradition, as .he played his
h1gh school ball at Hrghland Park,
the Michigan state champ.
Another newcomer destined to
crack th~ ~ading five is Dale Harman, a 65 forward out of St. Berna~d: J:la~an is a transfe~ from
M1ss1ssrpp1 St. and was requued to
sit out last year's campaign. He is
regarded as a good all-around
ballplayer and should contribute

heavily both offensively and defen·
slvely.
The remainder ofthe recruits: Jeff
Richardson, Archie Walker, Mark
Weeler, and Marty Wolf don't figure
to see much action on the varsity
level; however, all have enough
talent, if not seasoning, to step·in if .
they are called upon.
Count all of the positive aspects
yourself and. add to those _the fact
that the Muskies play 17 of their 26
games in the ','pi~" ~nd yo~ can't help .
but feel opttmrstrc about the upcoming season. Perhaps this year
when cross-town coach GaleCattlet
issueshisann~lpressreleasestating

that the Musk1es have a ..real fine
basketball team, and a real fine
basketball coach, and a real fine
basketball program/' this will be the
year even Cattlet hasn't used enough
superlatives .

The
Loving Cup

SVS: to know that "if you ·
didn't do it, nobody would."
Bv MAR'' C HENKEL
•

.-.-.

NewaSiaHWrller

"Xavier's the best school I know
of." (A quote from the head of the
PR department?) "I have a lot of
volunteers helping me: I have a lot
of friends over there." (Somebody in
Intramurals. maybe'!)
"I like to go to Mass and come
over to plays and shows. When they
take me out I feel they're doing the
Lord's work and they're very Christian people to think of other people."
These are the words of Donny
Flowers. a man in the best of
positions to comment on Student
Volunteer Services (SVS). Donny
Flowers is included in the group fairly often. when members of SVS go
to 7:30 Mass at Bellarmine Chapel or
·~

.

sav. He's no stranger to Xavier's
Volunteers. for instance. who are
helping him build a home for his wife
and his three young children.
"Thev're the onlv black familv in
Addams Count~." says Marty
Dvbicz. Director ~f SVS. "Last year
th~ir house was burned down by the
sheriff and some other people." The
pleasure of Mr. Chambers' company
enlivens work on his new house.
which he hopes to build large enough
to accommodate visits from those
who helped construct it.
Volunteers help where they can.
As the director says, "When I'm
cleanging up for some old lady in
Appalachia. it doesn't change the
world ... It's just that you know that
if you didn't do it. nobody would."
Some of the other SVS programs
in which Xavier students are active

Student volunteers give big
"um·ph" to Admission efforts
You may have been wondering
why enrollment at Xavier has gone
up and may continue to climb ne:\t
year. But then. you may have noticed
that opinions of Xavier have also
gone up. There are many students.
one officially employed ana at least
thirty-five volunteers. who are working towards raising public opinion
by describing things the way they
. really are.
Katie Pearson. whose official title

interested student a view from the
Xavier students perspective. they
can decide whether or not they
would like to spend four years here."
After putting a "back page" advertisement in the Xa,•ier New.v and
talking to several people. Pearson
received much support and interest
from X.U. students. As she said.
"thev (the volunteers) know more
about Xavier than the prospective
students nr
" So the ideal is
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Katie Pear.wn. as head of'.vtudent volunteers in
mis.vion.~ office, .~tated thai the mlunteers' value lies in
helping students to real~r know Xa,•ier.
!
is Student Coordinator of Xavier in to give them a firsthand v1e~..
..
Admissions. is a liason between the
A~o~her facet of .Pearson s Job 1s
Admissions Office and the student t~ v1s1~ college . ~airS and. colle.ge
volunteers. This is a new position. es- mghts m other c1t1es. Workmg With
tablished to bring students into the J?~n ~aum and Uave R~ls~on. t~ey
program for showing prospective VIsit h1gh schools from Cmcmnau to
students a bit of Xavier life. Several the East ~oast _and ~s far west as ,
approaches are being tried and see to Kansas City. Mtssoun.
be successful.
Students are also involved in givTwo ideas for bringing the in- ing campus tours. At 10:00 a.m. and
terested persons to real life at Xavier 2:00p.m. every day. a volunteer goes
are the day and weekend visits. An to the Admissions Office to take peaapplicant may spend a day with a pie on a tour of the camJ)US.
Xavier student. which entails going
Above all, the main purpose for
to classes. touring the campus. this type of program is to make sure
· eating in the cafeteria or Grill. and a student knows what to look
generally talking with students and forward tow hen he comes to Xavier.
professors.
· They don't wantto present anything.
As Pearson described it. "Ad- either positively or negatively, to
missions is not trying to glqss over make them come· to Xavier. They
any problems. There are good and want the applicant to see things as
bad classes, there are good and bad the Xavier student does and make ,
conditions overall. By showing an the final decision on their own.

Donny Flowers expres.ves his enthusiasm for
students and
programs through his involvement with student volunteer services.
a Xavier Players production.
So Donny thinks highly of .student Volunteers. and of Xav1erbecause his friends there care about
him enough to take the extra trouble
to help him get arou~d. For about
six years. he's found fnen~s among a
changing student population.
81-year-old William Chambers ?f
Addams County in ea~tern. Ohio
"never met a stranger," he hkes to

this year include tutoring children at
St. Mark's School and at
orphanages, and offering their services at Millvale housing project and
Longview State Hospital.
Many more volunteers will soon
be needed to provide recreatior.
periods. supervise field trips, or
become Big Brothers and Sisters, in
the new children's section opening at
Longview mental hospital.
.;,.

Senate covers a variety of student concerns
At last Monday's Senate Meeting,
Peter Peterhans asked for volunteers
from the Student Senate to help
collect money on Thursday.
November 20. This day has been set
aside as The Fast for World Harvest
Day and all money collected will go
to Oxfam. which is an organization
· that disperses donations to low income families.
Inter-dorm council meetings will
take place this week. The purpose of

these meetings is to elect officers
from ·each dorm to represent
them.
Becky Swanson, Pat Dolstrom
and Dan Costello were nominated
from the floor to fill the vacant
Senate seat. After a grid vote and a
write-in ballot, Becky Swanson was
elected.
The Senate approved a motion
which was submitted by Peter
Peterhans, to join and recognize the

Cincinnati Area College Student
Governments Association. According to the Association, "The purpose of this organization is to act as a
unit in promoting the interests oft he
students in the member institutions;
to promote understanding and cooperation between the member student governments in order to help
them fulfill their individual goals; to
serve· as a clearinghouse for the exchange of information, and to con-

Xavier expands resources

Xavier dorms: no "rip-off"
By MICHAEl. VILABO\'
New• Stall Writer

At a time when everyone from
lowly college students to housewives
to big business is finding it increasingly difficult to match income
with expense, Xavier is by no means
exempt from this predicament.
Xavier is faced with the · same
problem that all educational institutions in this country are facing
today. that of an insufficient inflow
of money to cover the necessary outflow.
The Xavier Residence Halls.
Kuhlman. Husman. Marion and
Brockman are a major expense of
both the University and the student
who must live in them. Although expensive. the rates paid ·by the
students do not fully cover the total
cost of runnig the halls:' As usual.
this year's actual income does not
meet the projected income for this
fiscal year. nor was the projected income expected to meet thee:\penses.
· The dormitories are expected to be
annually in the red.
Mr. Dave Tom. Director of Housing. e:\plained that from the actual
income of the first semester. $199.550. it is possible to get a fairly accurate estimate of the total yearly income of $389.123. This figure is
slightly less than double. due. accorPage I

ding to Mr. Tom. to anticipated
withdrawals from the University and
the dorms. Mr. Tom hoped the
students would take note of the fact
that the University is not asking the
students to pay the full expense of
the financing of the dorms. and that
when the full overview of the situation is realized. perhaps the students
would not then consider the rates so
e:\cessive.
Mr. Tom expressed his hope that
in the future there would be a more
"formalized input to form a
Residence Hall policy" by the taking
of suggestions for changes and dormitory governmnet. Formal input
would come from the Dorm and
Inter-dorm councils. which he
heads. now being set up. He also
stated. "Mr. Shearer and I would ask
wing reps to call wing meetings
which they would attend for the exchanging of feedback.information
and suggestions." Mr. Tom expressed his view that for the efficient
running of the dorms. cooperation
between the students and the administration is essential.
With all the money coming in and
all the plans. there is still a deficit of
about $162,877. If in the future that
can be reduced considerably. the
school will still be paying for the
residence halls for about the ne:\t
thirty years.

duct and encourage cooperative Utopia," which was planned on the
programs in enrichment of student same night and which no one
life."
attended.
Peter Peterhans also spoke for
Greg Byrne explained the purpose
Tom Heskamp about the Dorm of the organization of S.I.X.
Commuter Weekend. Peterhans (Students Interested in Xavier). Acreported that Heskamp was pleased cording to Byrne. S.I.X. was designabout the turn-out; however, ed to bring about an awareness of
Heskamp felt that the party which events taking place on campus to
was allowed to take place on the commuters. Ten people are on the ..,
third floor of Kuhlman Hall con- subcommittee of the Commuter
flicted with the movie, "Return to Council.

listening center in the Xavier
Library. An extensive collection of
Men~~glng Editor
recordings of operatic and classical
music has been purchased, together
with stereophonic equipment. The
The two new sports facilities on purpose oft he center is to develop an 'll
campus, the O'Connor Sports . appreciation of ~;lassical music in
Center and the new tennis courts, students and other residents in the
CinCinnati area who will also have
ha~e been seen and acknowledged by
most of the Xavier community. access to the Corbett collection.
The Department of CommunicaHowever. there are several other improvements in facilities which,· tion Arts developed the antenna that
though not as visible, are equally im- doubles its former range, making its
portant to the progressive develop- broadcasts available to most of
ment of University resources.
Greater Cincinnati. Since Xavier'!~
A new. excellently equipped TV teaching studios were installed in
microbiology laboratory was con- Brockman Hall two y~ars ago,
structed during this past year from registration in its courses has infunds received from Title VI and creased substantially. Videotapes for
from alumni. The University Library educational television are being
last year received a number of un- pro.duced in the University's studios._!;..
usual gifts. Mrs. John Whiting Friel One fifteen-week series, "Major.
donated twenty-six rare volumes, in- Movements since 1859," shown to an
cluding a thirteenth century early morning audience in Cincinmanuscript. three books printed nati, received an unusually high
before 1500, and a threee volume set Nielsen ~ating. According· to the
from the personal library of Pope Nielsen report, the Xavier program
Clement IX. The Government of was viewed by three thousand
Canada donated two hundred books households or a total of folsr throuby Canadian authors. The faculty sand people. It drew, according to
gave over fifteen hundred books to the repon, t~ice as many people as
the library during the year. and the the other three television stations ~
Class of '75 has pledged almost four combined at that hour. · More·ll:
thousand dollars for the purchas~ of educational programs are planned
books.
for the coming year. including a
The Corbett Foundation. th~:ough series designed to teach elementary
its gift. has established a superb new Spanish.
By MARY ANN BUESCHER

''the buck
stops· here''
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - p l e a s e vot·e in Student Senate elections

Candidates tell you why they're worth your vote
Jack
Diamond

Greg
Byrne

Jan
Wissel

Ray
Lebou;ski

Tom
Flynn

Barb
Foster·

'u~-

Becky
Swanson

Dan
Costello
ThuriCII~.
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Studcnt gon:rnm~nt o!l~r~ a learn- \\;I'lL' < amj'laign. l'ccr < ,,urr~clllr!!
ing cxpcriencc. It necds to e~tahlish and hr~t ( 'ommlltec~. I ha\e goal~ of
tar-reaching goal~ to o\cn.:ornc: the crcatrng a community at Xavier.
prohlem of ib mcmhcr~ and c:on- /\Iter ! ha\C comj'llctcd Ill) pre,errt
stituc:nb hcing tran~itor~. Student actt\rtrc,_ I \\ill hcgrrr workin!! orr
go\ernment can do \Cry little or can w hate\ cr j'lrohlem 'cern~ to need
ht: the impelu~ lor great change attcrrttllll.
depending on its memhcr,· j'larI hr11ugh j'lrovrding ~ervicc to
ticipation and creativity.
I am presently Chairman of the stud~rrh. \ ou ar~ acting in their in-

len.:~!

II Senah.:. memher~ a~-:1. then
~t udenh will follow their e.\ample.
Student 1rpathy is hred through ~•u
denl Senator~· apath). Very .lew
~enator~ put any amount ol work
into their joh~.
Senate i~ plagued with rnanv
prohlerm: lack ol power. limited
participation hy ~orne memher~. un-

constituent~ hy getting on a one-toone relationship with a~ many ol my
constituent~ as po~~ihle. I feel that
this i~ the only sure way lor any
~enator to get to relate and meet the
people that he repre~ent~ and to understand them.

coordrrrated !!oab .nrd rrr\ohl'IIIL'IIt
in redireL:trrrgarrd re-c\·alnaltorr alter
la~t y~rr·~ cir'l'u~ Senate. I he crrer!!)
and leader~hip of l'etie ha~ provided
a catalyst lor luture at·complishment~. lie i~ to he credited
for lorming unity and e~tahlishing a
modelol a 'hard-working. concerned
student.

·I feel that Student Government
First. I feel that one change that
should he for the students. It should should he is a hetter understanding
he a clearing-house where student~ hetwecn the different organi1ations
can get answer~ to questions. hring on campus. I feel that this is m:eded
forth ideas. and show complaints to to create a stronger student government. Second. I feel that the senator~
the student government leader~ should get on a more open and onewhere they. the students. feel that to-one has is with their con~tituent~
government needs to he more in- as to getting them more involved in
volved. I feel that it is a very needed activities and in student government
and worthwhile endeavor for itself.
students to get involved in.
I feel that I can hest represent mv

. Apathy is something that comes
with any organitation. I feel that
apathy can only he overcome hy a
hetter awareness of the people and

I feel that student government
now is doing a fairly good joh. We
should now re-evaluate our goab
and sec our new headings to help
and improve student lile.

Belaboring this question for some alone in such display of aj'lathetic
time. I have found it rather difficult · sentiment.
The hest answer I can give is that I
to formulate some concrete. earthshattering reasons extending beyond am running for this office to hecome
the realm of egotistic narcissism but more aware of what is haj'lpening at
falling short of any great political Xavier and what can happen heyond
promise for change. With limited the scope of social activities. J'nknowledge of Senate proceedings. its volvement in Student Government
.functions and .accomplish'ments. I can hreed awareness and concern for
·am at a loss for profound statements student rights and responsibilities.
Student Government can he effecof political wisdom. I will be the first
to admit my inexcusable absence at tive if only given the chance. I believe
Senate meetings: although I am not there are some students who are will-

ing and concerned enough to give it
that chance.
1\j'lathy. as on any other campus,
is prevalent at Xavier, hut not rampant. Too often. it is erroneously
viewed as synonomous with noninvolvement.
;\sa commuter. I can sympathize
with those who work for their tuition
and must allocate their time accordingly. I resent the ever popular outcry slashed against commuters as being aj'lathetic. uninvolved and in-

drlfcrent to all the social hrghlight~
that dorm lite has to offer.
And yet. as· a lormer class
representative, I can also ~ympathi1.c
with those dorm students who do get
involved and arc easily frustrated hy
the lack of commuter cooperation.
Hy working in conjunction with
Commuter Council and Student
Senate. I will extend my energy and
enthusiasm to promote more union
and understanding hetween commuter and dorm students.

changes. hut how or where is hard to
say. I want a joint administration faculty-student statement which is
more than generalities - get down
to specifics. I want students to know
exactly what rights. responsibilities.
and procedures are available to
them. I want enforcement of existing
regulations. Too often. Senate and
its executive branch argued interminably over minor matters. settled
them. and disre~arded the results. I

want Senate's investigative authority
widened. specific probes including
Social Committee accounting
procedures and the General Fee.

me anytime (745-3751) with ideas,
criticism,s bitches, wailings, pleas,
and anything else. I listen and watch
for trends, instead of letting politics
make the decisions.

At one point last year. I was convinced that Student Government as
a concept was impractical. due to an
all receive-no give attitude on the
part of the administration. A
reassessment of attitude has led me
to conclude that the idea is viable.
Student Government can work if it
has the full support of the students.
but I don't believe it has that now.
I want to see some significant

My methods are simple - I vote
based on many considerations.
These include my personal ethics
and morals over politics. political independence. a willingness to buck
trends. and an always-open ear to
my constituents. Students can call

hy more rnvolvcmcnt of the students.
·1 he apathy on campus cannoi he

completely cured. hut through help
and direction hy the -senators. I feel
that we can reduce the aj'lathy here at
Xavier.

Student Government can be effective if it responds to student input.
At this time, the senators and VP are
listening, the President varies on
allowing diverse opinions to aid his
thinking.

whole University community -not
just my dorm wing. my class. etc., in
connie! to the over-all needs of the
University.

open to all students who are
interested, so as not to throw away
anyone with a contribution to rriake.

Campus Activities Board (CAB)
was a brilliant emergency measure to
preserve social programming when
Senate stagnated last year. But

Senate has matured. and is ready to
control social activities directly
again. Considering the amount of
student money they burn. activities
are too important to be entrusted to
a non.:Ciective body. We also need
renewed interest in the Test File and
last year's "faculty profiles" project
-two valuable tools for students interested in selecting quality courses
and instructors.
I plan to serve the interest of the

. The only way to eliminate apathy
to.wards Student Government is to
have fre.e beer at Senate meetings.
Apatny can't be cured surgically.
and attempts to do so only generate
ill will - look at the Freshman
Program. Government must remain

Senate has improved greatly since
last year. but this is not the time to
try steamrolling into Administrative
affairs. Dynamic action_ within the
student body" can do more to give
students the maximum benefit possible than will self-defeating kamikaze
raids against the Board ofTrustees.

Student Government is the core of
Xavier University, because it
represents the students the
students who are Xavier University.
In the past, Student Government has
not had the opportunity to help
make decisive decisions concerning
the budget and student welfare. The
administration has totally ignored

and refused to acknowledge the fact
that student government has to
become a reality in the eyes of the administration rather than a "play toy"
that they set up in order to appease
the students.
Xavier students are the_ university.
The administration exists because of
us. not we because 'of them; a fact

wh1ch they have failed to realize. It is'
up to student government, which
represents the students, to strive for
equality and power between the student government and the administration.
There is no apathy here at Xavier,
only the suppression of student
government's rights and powers: the

right to completely represent the
Xavier student. This suppression is
the limiting of knowledge, which is
the thriving ignorance of the administration. It is my goal to make
student government work for the
students and by the students. and to
return Xavier University to its rightful owners - the students.

As a sophomore transfer student,
I'm only beginning to see what
makes Xavier tick. So far I think I
like what I see, but I'm not satisfied
with sitting back and observing. I
want to be involved! I want to be a
part of the government by which I'm
ruled. so Student Senate seems to me
to be the most worthwhile investment of time and energy. Because it

includes people from all factions of
student interest, social and
academic, it can truly represent the
average student.

is the great potential of student
collaboration, and that with his support, student government can
become a real influential force.

With student input and support,
there are no limits to what Student
Senate can accomplish. It is a cause
in which I deeply believe, so I would
like to compensate for the busy
student's lack of time, and serve as
an intermediary, through_ my own
contribution of time, energy and interest.

As of right now Student Government does not exist in any way or
form. What we have are sixteen unorganized senators who are confused
as to what really needs to be done for
students on this campus. For Student Government to begin to exist
here at Xavier University certain
changes have to be made. First. there
should be an attempt made by the

students at this election not to reelect a senator who hasn't" done them
the jobs they promised to do when
they were elected. Secondly. there
should be a move to consolidate all
of the senators into cohesive working unit. One or two senators now
have to do the jobs that sixteen were
elected to do. Thirdly. I think that
there should be a move to bring the

Student Government should play
a facilitating role within the student
body: providing frameworks for activities. controlling monies allocated
to Student Government direct/~·. and
informing students so they can build
their experience at Xavier wisely.

The lifestyle of students - their
But the average student too often
dismisses the idea of student govern- needs and desires change constantly.
ment with a shrug, laughing at the · Through senate awareness of these
naivete of those who strive to make it changes, the rules and regulations
work. What I don't think he realizes can be amended accordingly.

Social Committee back intc the
direct jurisdiction of the Senate.
I can represent my constituents by
trying to do what so far has been
written up above.
Apathy exists only in the mind.
Students who have it in their minds
that nothing can be done for any of
us will always be like that. This.
though. is only a small minority of

the students. What we do then is
organize students who will work and
go from there.
Once again my comments on Student Government now are written up
above. It is functionally inoperative
because it is unorganized. There are
senators who will work but not
enough of them.
P1g1
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Xavier News editorials in past years have had the follow~ng to say about
politicism and bureaucracy at Xavier: "Xavier is alive, but not extremely
.
well ... If innovations are offered to revitalize Xavier's tradition. they must be
"A man wiih a pen in his hand is at war."
welcomed ·wholeheartedly and ,promptly ... But at present. the farrago. of
-Voltaire
committees at Xavier is writing its own satire ... You. Fr. Mulligan. not this or
Any person habitually observing or engaged in controversy, as 1 have been that committee. not some para-administration in the U niversitv Center ... can 1
for three years past, must enter upon the declining days of his senior autumn do something: you must ... You see. Fr. Mulligan. perhaps y~u are not the
with a-melancholy sense of controversy's hollowness and (utility. Especially sole hope of this university, but. if you hide behind the meanderings of our
on this great campus, where most new ideas are suspect (e.g. self-government plethora of committees. you might never recognize yourself as the single
in the dorms, student representation on the Budget Review Committee), con- significant power around. here ... The real question. Father. is not how
t_roversy tends almost inevitably to degenerate into a mere exchange or non- 'gloomy' or negative the complaints of the Xavier-News might be. but how·.
sense.
·
true they are...
.
These are j~st a few ghosts from the past, and a look at recent studentBut half the sorrows of this campus, I suppose, ar1= caused by. making false ·
assumptions. If the truth were only easier to ascertain, the- remedy for them administrator relati.ons will show that things haven't changed.
.:
would consist of ascertaining the truth and accepting it. This business, alas, is - . After the first Xavier News was published this September. containing an
usually impossible, but fortunately not always: now and then, by some occult anti-ad_ministration editorial, Mr. Shearer, by-passing the Publications
process, half rational and half instinctive, the truth gets itself found out and Commtttee structures, spoke informally to the director of Reporter
an ancient false assumption goes overboard.
Typographies tosee if he could be informed of the content oft he-paper before
There are several false assumptions floating around campus today which publication witho~JI ~he kn_owledge oft~eeditors. Of course. Mr. Shearer was
.
obscure the issues and muddle the mind, and make it impossible for students shut down, but hts mtentton was obvtous.
and administrators to clear the air on certain issues.! would like to bring into
And w~atj:ver bec_ame of the Ca~pus Life Survey: which contained signifi- ·
the open, one by one, sC'me of these fallacies.
·
cant findmgs regardmg student soctal (and sexual) hfe, and student desire for
One false assumption concerns the role of the Xavier News. Of all the sen- representation in University policy-making?
timental errors which reign and rage on this incomparable com pas, the worst, · When the Xavier News w~s ~isallowed for pri~ting the sex questions f!om
I often suspect, is that which confuses the function of criticism, political or the survey. Mr. Shearer satd II was on Fr. M ulhgan's orders. Fr. M ulhgan
social, with the function of reform. Almost invariably it takes the form of a later said it was Mr. Shearer's wishes. Who is telling the truth'?
Ne~t, when M_r. She~rer accepted a place on the Cam~us Life Cof!!mittee.
protest:. "The feU_o~ condemns without offering anything better. Why tear
down wtthout butldmg up?" So wags the campus tongue. The messianic delu- he deliberately d1d not mform the students on the committee (who dtd all the
sion becomes a universal pestilence. It is impossible to get an audience for an work) that he could have implemented the reforms under his own pow.er and
idea that is not "constructive"- i.e., that is not glib, and uplifting, itnd full of save the students time a_nd effort.
·
Finally, through bureaucratic bungling and niggling. t e students were not
hope, and hence capable of tickling the emotions by leaping the intermediate
barrier of the intelligence.
.
aided or told by administrative· members of the committee. who could foreThe truth is that some problems here on campus, pending the extinction of see what would happen, how to prepare their report for the University
prevalent administrative attitudes, are insoluble. Therefore, criticism if it Senate. Finally. when the Senate met, the administrators from the same comwere thus confined to the proposing of alternative schemes, would quickly mittee were the first people, to raise their hands and shoot down the report. I ·
cease to have any force or utility at all, for, given such attitudes, in many in- wonder if they realized what they looked like.
sta_nces no alternative scheme of any intelligiblity is imaginable and the whole
The above examples clearly show that the assumption of administration
object of the critical process is to demonstrate it. and offer suggestions on openess and cooperation is false. (And ·much more documentation is
how to live with it.
available for the non-believer). One wonders why student leaders have conWhat I am going to tell you about student-administration relations is true. tinued to operate on such a clearly false assumption. Perhaps they believed
And my point· here is that, despite all this extravagant frenzy for the· truth, that student-administration relations should be open; cooperative~ and nonthere is something in the human mind that turns instinctively to fiction, and bureaucratic. Perhaps it was because. imbued with the ideals of a Catholic
that even journalists have succumbed to it. A German philosopher, Dr: Hans . education. they somehow believed that the administrators of a Jesuit institu-·
Vaihinger (no kidding), put it into a formal theory in his book, -"The tion would be less bureacratic, more open and responsive to the students, and
Philosophy of As If." It is sheer impossibility, says Dr. Vaihinger, for human would honestly try to help the students in their search for self-direction.
being~ .t.o thin~ ~xclusively in terms _of the truth. All our thinking, according <;!early they were ~ro~g; and of late the fr_aud has become so gross that the
to Vat hanger. ts an terms of assumpttons, many of them plainly not true. Into httle people are begmmng to show a great restl~ssness under it. Like animals
our most serious and solemn reflections fictions enter- and three .times out of in a cage. they trot from one corner to another. endlessly seeking a way out.
four they quickly crowd out all the facts.
What I contend is simply that the situation would be measurably less obBut excepti?ns do occur. The city of Chicago managed to get rid of one noxi?us ifw~ got r!d of our old false ~s~umption·about student-administrator
false assumption and its brother-respect for the police-eighty years ago, -relations. It ts the msult and notthe InJUry that makes the deeper wounds and
causes greater damage to the student psyche. Under my scheme there would
and has been making progress ever since. That respect has been for years in
increasingly unpleasant collision with a great body of ·obvious facts. The
be no more false assumptions and no more false hopes, and hence no more
police, by assu~ptio~ austere and almost sacrasanct, were gradually dispainful su_rpri~es .. no more bi_tt~r resentment of fraud. no-more despair. The
covered to be, an reahty, a pack of rogues and but little. removed save by
bureacrattc mgghng of admtmstrators would be assumed and discounted.
superior impudence and enterprise. from the cut-throats and purse-~natchers The proper frame of mind and machinery among the students would be
they were set to catch. When, a long time ago, Chicagoans began to accept gradually develoJX:d to niggle with. forget about, or counteract it.
·
I can:hear the objections now: "You are setting back student-administrator
them frankly for what they were -when the old false assumption of their
principled integrity and public service was quietly abandoned....:. there was a
relations ten years by such an attitude. If students work with administrators
m~asurable increase, !.believe. in the public happiness, and in the city's efand keep comm~nicating. they can establish an open working relationship
ficte~cy.
.
and be treated ·hke adults. Students and administrators can then discuss
False assumptions have also been held by students about administrators. issues <?i>e~lv and fruitfully. "I am willin~ to work openlvwith administrators
The administrator is assumed to be working solely for the students' benefit. regardmg 1ssu_cs. I've_ taken ~n open stand he're. haven't I'! I'm even willing to
and ~t~dentlea~ers. on this assumption, have consistently tried to work with engag~ ~tny ol the satd admtnistrators in a public debate on this page if they
admmtstrators an an open way. Fr. Brennan. Academic Vice-president. the are Wlll!ng_. .
.
. ..
·
. ·
Students' Friend. right? Mr. James Sassen, Vice-president for Public
But I_retu~e ~o ~on~mue .und~r a smthng~nd false sense ofr~pport. I'~ stck
Relations. Progres'sive Liberal in the Student Cause, right'! Mr. Rod Shearer. ~f bureacratJc SWJ~dh~g. I m SICk of w~tchmg ~tu~e~lls work m.good fatth to
Vice-president for Student Development. whose office exists to aid students t~p~~v~ st~de.nt hf~ (an acc~rdance wtt-h Xavter s tdeals). _only to ~ave a~
and respond to their needs. right'! And Fr. Mulligan. right'! And Fr. Mul- mtntstrators callously and dtsrespectfully snub them and undermtne thetr
ligan, right'!
,
.
.
wo~k.
. .
.
.
. .
In this vein, the administrator is praised for his industry, his frugality. his
So a~. I see It ther~ ar~ threealternatJves: I) Admtmstrator~ could. begin to
.l?yalty. his altruistic passion. He is praised for his patient fidelity to educa- co_o~~r~te o~enly Wtth st_udent leaders, or at least be hon~st wtth th~m; 2) Adtton, the oldest-of learned professions, and- the most honorable. and the most ~~~•s,'r~tors c_ould rem~m- u~changed. Stu~~nt leaders could c~ntmue under
necessary to all o_f us. To murmur against him becomes a sort of sacnlege.like ~a_Ise ~~sumpuo~s; c~~~-m~e m_sanely to beheve that at a C~thohcschool such
murm_unng agamst the Constitution. H uml!n Freedom. the Cause of as thts:, ~o~e adJ?mtstrators are b~tter than others (t.e. ar~ ~pen and
Democracy ... Nevertheless. heing already doomed. 1 here with and hereb
cooperatlve) .._contmue to push the Stsyphe~n rock of student hfe Improvepresume to do it.
Y ment u~ the htll of bureacracy. only to have 11 pus~ed down again: 3) Student
What I am pleading for is a realism in student-administrator relations
le~ders ;could throw a~ay false ~ssumptions and thus p~omote. the_public
which will purge us all of our false assumptions and false pretenses and then · content~ent a_nd h~pptness. I~ t~ts way. we can do one of two thmgs: a) We
with true knowledge of our present situation. allow u~ 10 make progress i~
co.uld_ becom.e JUst hke_ t~e admmtstrato!s. We c~uld all buy blue_b~az~rs ~nd
some direction - any direction.
.
.
pr~~tlce the art of ~a~mg m~ch and telhng no~hm~. th~ art of man~pulatton.
The false assumption of students _ one that corrupts their thinking and
:rh•s wo~ld be the ~Jttt_ng pohsh to o_ur C~thohc education- learmng the art
v~stly aug~e~ts their discontent and unhappiness _ is that at this time t.he ~nd m~~tery of ~emg m~urably antl-~o~tal. b) We could forget all ab~mt tryhtgher admmtstrators already named are divided into two classes. and that . mg to 1r;nprove student hfe._and retreat t~to ~ur cubbr.holes, not servmg .the
one of those classes is made up -of o~en. progressive and non-bureaucratic· comm~nt-ty. h.ut n~t he~~~11~g b~reacra.uc. etther. Thts response. by the way.
ones. I need not argue. 1 hope. that thts assumption is somewh.at wid 1 h Jd
would also make admmtstrators happ).
..
.
among us. And yet. an attentive examination ol their conduct over ~6'e
i
I know that many "older and more experienced" readers will respond with
years. and especially the last few months. will cearly show that this assum;_- a good. hearty horse laugh at this editorial. "Young idea.list." they'll say.
tion is bogus. . .
·
.
.
.
. "doesn't he k~ow that the world is political. just like Xavier'! He'll learn. when
~ike Mrers. an RA an~ student ~e.ader who graduated three years ago.- ~e gets ou~ ol here_. t~at t-~.is is the way life is. He'll come back in three years
resigned his post as RA m 1972 Clllng as the cause the fact that "Rod
and tell us we were nght.
.
. Shearer's attitude and rhetoric was totally reactionary and securitv-seeking·
They probably are right. But if Xavier is trying to educate me, not to go
for his office."
•
above. but to conform to. the political self-seeking 9(t~e ..world. I hope 1
...~, r. ·•• rPM 1t 1••11 t -· ,----..,.--------------.,.----~never become educated.
·
··
s. M·
WELL MR. PRESIDENT AS
DR FORTI~. THE EDITORS HAVE
I=IS AN. HISTORIAW • HOW
THOHAS J'EFFERSO~ SAIO;•r
ROGER, OONT YOU THINk
CRITICIZED ME FOA I-JOT LErWJG
WOULD YOU VIEW THIS
SHOULD NOT FOR A MOMENT
YOU'RE TAtiNG THE
.
THE X.U. I-JEW~ BE SENT OUT
MATTEA ?
HESITATE TO PREFER ~EW5BICENTENNIAL TOO SERIOUSLY?
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A bicent'ennial remembrance:
II
By Tom Flynn
In .Wemoriam

LEMl'EL Z. FOGERTY (1742-1796}
Surfs
Surfs
Surfs
Surfs
Surfs

up!-Annette Funice/lo
up!--f.'/1-i.\ Presley
up!-Sandra /Jee
up!-Frankie .•h•alon
up!- Thoma.~ Paine

Thomas Paine!!'! :'lio. that· 4uote is now
wrongly attributed. But my story is connected
with an .~flsung Revolutionary hero who 11'4~
once mis4uoted and because his historic
words were first distorted and then credited to
another. Lemuel Fogerty has been-until
now-denied the praise he merits for being

<~nc "I t hc men "ho made: ·\ merrca !!feil'.
"het her .-\merrca \\anted 11 "' not.
lfr,tor~ tfrd nut ,uccced ;r,
rnplctcl~
cradicatrng 1-ogert~.. , · :nemor ~ he
1i !!et•
credit lor one ol hr~ minor achrc1 ernenh. Y11u
'ee. dear reader. a' Kou~~eau taught .Jcttcr."•n
to deplore human hondage: a' .fctlcr,on\ ;u.:countant taught Jefler~on to ;'" n ~ia\c'
any\\ a~·: as the Indian~ taught Wa~hmgton t.o
light .I rom hehmd rock~ and trcc,. "' hi'tor~
rememher~ Lemuel l·ogert~ "'the man who
taught the l-ather~ ol our Countr~ to 'uri.
If you ha\e ~urvi\cd the educatory procc~~
to thi~ point without learnrng that thc framer'
ol the first democracy were all accompli~hed
surfers. I pit~: you. Surely you didn't really
hclieve that painting of Wa~hington and his
men crossing the IJclaware in those ridiculous
little dinghies!
But Fogerty\ teachi.ng record i~ nothing
compared to the historic words he uttered
words knnwn. though incorrectly. to every
schoolhov. Those words were
Wait! Before you can fully appreciate his
words. you need the background information.
You see. this all started the day Fogerty barged in on the Continental Congress with a surfboard under his arm and declared:
"Gentlemen. I am the greatest surfe'r in the
world."
"And I am first in war. first in peace. and
first in the. hearts of my countrymen." retorted
George Washint,rton. "So what'!"
The patriots were not skeptics for long.
Within weeks. the entire Continental Congress. most of Washington's senior officers.
many of the signers of the Declaration of Independence. and the vicar of Old North
Church had been taught to surf-and no one

had ~et 4Uc~11oned "h~ I· oger1~ conducted all
hi' da"c' lr om a lawn charr anchore6 hrmlv
"" "'lid ground.
·
CJl cour,e. one da\ rt happenel.lthatthe lir~t
n:al Arru.:ncan' 4Ue\tioned l·ogerty'' re~i~tance
'" practic~: a~ ·he preached. Hi~torian~ dillcr "'
to exact!~ when thi~ breach of faith occurred.
though mw.t ~cholar' agrcc II did nm takc
place during the ,_arne ~Lirfing party that Bcb~
I{ o~~ wiped out. hit hcr head on the edge ol'her
hoard. wa' dredged out of the Potoinac
hallucrnatrng red and while strrpe~ and a blue
field with thirteen stars. and wa~ told hv
(icorge Washinton. "Kecp it in mind. Bet~y. i.t
might he good for something someday."

Anyway. one afternoon while the boys from
Valley Forge were out riding the big ones,
Benjamin Franklin ambled up and said, "Mr.
Fogerty. my good man, how is it that, though
you call yourself the greatest surfer in the
world. we have never seen you surf'! Methinks
you would bemuse us by teaching us an art in
which you are but the rankest of amateurs.",

"I hat\ only common ~ense." agreed
I hom a' Par nc.
l·ogerty replied teMily. "I ;un the gre;llest
'urler in the world!"
.John lfancm:k a~ked. "Would you sign
your: name to that'!"
,
·
.fohn Adam~ ~aid. "Let u~ sec 1hat man
'uri."
{icorge Washington said. "We the people
want vou to surf."
I ht.una~ .fefler~on sa ill." 'We the people!' I
lik~: that!" ~curried to a nearhy tahle. and
wrote the Prcamahlc to the Constitution.
Patrick Ucnry ~aid. "(iiw me Fogcrty or
_
give me death!"
Well. Fogerty ·knew then an·d there the jig
was up w he rose from his ea~y chair. picked
up his hoard. strode to the water's edge. raised
his hoard in his arms. and with a mighty roar
he . . . And with a mighty roar . . . he drove
its nose deep into the sand, sighed. and drew
himself up definately.
"You're not surfing!" jeered Paul Revere.
"You're just standing hy the water's edge.
Surf!!"
"I am surfing." Fogerty said evenly.
"My good fellow," reasoned Ben Franklin,
"if you are surfing. how is it that you are also
standing immobile on the Potomac's grassy
shores'!"
It was at this moment that Lemuel Fogerty
spoke the words which have lived thrpugh
history, even though he was paraphrased and
denied just credit for what he said. By way of
response to Franklin's impudent uuery,
Lemuel Z. Fogerty sneered and said:
"I am indeed surfing, my friend. For as is
well known, they also surf who only stand and
wait."

Committee proposes bold new measures

'

Did you know that student life is being changed?
By MAR\' ANN BUESC..'HER
M•n•glng Editor

The following are four proposals
and .a list of recommendations
presented by the Student Life Committee to the University Senate. Included below the proposals are
segments of the committee report,
.explaining the basis for these
r proposals.
Wherea.~. the questions related
to students and poli cymaking in
the surver showed a strong interest on .the part of students in
becoming a part 'of the
policymaking process in regard
to dormitory life and other areas
of .~tudent life. Therefore, be it
proposed that each wing be
allowed to decide its own intervisitation hours .for the coming
I' tar: that the suggested hours be
8:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday, and 8:00a.m.

etters
Structures
stimulate
t:
•.
acta on·
(;ontrary to popular belief, Xavier
University does exist for the
studentil. There are many ways in
which this can be illustrated. Starting this week, three students will be
g~ing over the University's budget
for next year along with the
· members of the Budget Review
Committee. This milestone was
made possible by the students who
participated in the demonstration
last December. It was perfectly legal.
~- It points out to m1= that students do
have power within the Xavier community. That power lies in our
knowing and using the structures
Over the last two weeks. I have
had a chance to investigate one of the .
structures available to all students. It
involved my having written a letter
to the members of the Food Service
Advisory committee. The letter was
less than complimentary of the
, .management of the cafeteria. c onse·quently. I was relieved of my duties
as a cafeteria employee. Normally,
this would have been final and the
student involved would be left with a
lot of free time for having this "angry
Thurld8y, NOMIIIH' 20. 1171

to 3:00a.m. on Frida1· and Saturday.
·
The committee based this
·proposal on questions #78-82 in
Campus Life Survey which indicated
that: I) 91%-ofth e students polled
felt they should have input in forming policy: 2) 91% said that they
should have a say in policy _formation: 3) 61% said they would
follow a policy which has student
representation: 4) 58% would like
to become actively involved in
dorm policy-formation, if given
the opportunity: 5) 75% do not
feel morally compelled tofollow
dorm intervisitation policy: 6)
79% were not satisfied with the
intervisitation policy in the
dorms: 7) 89% wanted to see-the
hours extended: and 8) 65%
favored .a 24-hour intervisitation
period.
Whereas,
the
University recognizes that campus
speakers, publications, handouts,
and .films reflecting various
backgrounds and a multitude of

educational experiences and views
are valuable to a student's
educational development: and that
although the Universit_i· does not
necessarily approve of the views or
actions the speakers, publications,
handout.\·, or films endorse, it nevertheless respecu the necessary
freedom inherent in allowing a .free
educational process, with the free
flow of ideas, to exist: Therefore, be
it proposed that the University not
interfere with the free flow of ideas,
but allow the presentation of
speakers, and the free distribution of
publications and handouts; and that
in the arei-1 of questionable films, a
panel composed of a film authority
from the Communication Arts
Department, a member of the Student Development staff, and the Student Body President, be authorized
to evaluate the film and judge its
presentability to tlie University.
The committee based this
proposal on "conflicting statements"
in the Student Handbook, citing that
on pp. 39 and 41 (St~·tement of

Rights and Freedoms, Handbook) "Student participation in University
the principles of academic freedom,. government at Xavier may extend
. "Freedom to teach and freedom to itself to any phase of student life. The
learn." are endorsed by tJ:te Universi- President of the University desires
ty. However, on p. 34 of the same that students be encouraged to inHandbook. procedures are outlined volve themselves in University
which place limitations on this government by assuming a real share
freedom. According to the com- of the responsibilities of student
mittee report. "One cannot have life." As evidence of the number of
limited and censored forms of ex- areas in which students were inpression and claim at the same time volved, the student cited student
membership on the Admissions ·
to have academic freedom."
Committee and on the Search ComWhereas, the Student mittee for the new Dean of Women,
Government is the official organiza- the new Admissions Director, and
tion of student representation on the two new Theology· faculty
Xavier C'ompus; and the University members.
administration is authorized to inWhereas, .vtudent:v showed
l'estigate any area c~f'the University: a l'trong interest in the dorm survev
Therefore, he it proposed that the in extending library hours: an'd
Student Government shall be given students also showed an interest in
the .~ame authority to investigate any having places outside the dorms and
area o.lconcem that is rea/ted to .wu- the library available for study;
dent imerests.
Therefore, be it proposed that the
The committee based this library hours be extended to 8 a.m.
proposal on statements concerning to Midnight, Sunday through
student leadership at Xavier,
primarily on p. 26 of the Handbook:
Student life to page 12 .

young man" approach. Fortunately,
however, it was brought to my'attention that Xavier, because it receives
Federal funds, must have some type
of structured grievance procedure
set up for its employees.
I was able to somewhat iron out
my differences with the management ·
personnel in the cafeteria, and I'm
glad to say I also got my job back.
This letter is in no way intended
to stir the fires of last week's conflict. ·
It serves only as a demonstration of
the potential that lies within the
ranks of the Student Body. Xavier
sets down guidelines for us to follow,
but it also provides means for us to
improve on Xavier's weaknesses. It
is our knowledge and use of these
structures that gives us power within
the structure.
Tom Walters
Student Senator

the Women's Center's staff to offer
interesting far!! to a presumably
open-minded. presumably thoughtful ,,..: .. ~rsity. Such efforts are not
comparable to mixers in the Armory: there is a qualitative
difference.
I hope that Breen and the rest of
Xavier continue to realize the
difference, and that Breen does not
succumb to the pressure of those like
Mr. Gruber. who are irked by the
mere suggestion that Breen's work is
worthwhile. Breen could hold its
own "drink-and-drowns" to draw
crowds. or could be shut down
because the university powers lack
the discernment to measure it by an
appropriate standard.
Should the "demise" of the
Women's Center which Mr. Gruber
prematurely supposes actually occurs. I fear that it will be a sad reflection on Xavier. however. Mr.
Gruber may resent this opinion.
Mary Henkel

Brockman. Brockman - doesn't
Husman exist? Senior Residents are
the only decent aspects of J the
Freshmen Program and should be
continued on an advisory level.
In respect to the semi-formal dance
the other week. the freshmen don't appreciate being so encouraged-to attend with other freshmen. We feel we
are at · the age to make our own
decisions about these matters. An
aspect of college is to attain a wellrounded personality. but the
Freshmen Program limits us to
associate only with people of our immediate age. This program would be
more 'useful in a colle~e of larger
enrollment. but in a college of this
size. the program only -,resents an
adverse affect.
Five East Kuhlman Freshmen

Much protest
fro.m ·Gentleman
Tom Gruber's public defense
of his lack of interest -in Breen
Lodge cites what he considers to
be the insignificance or
vagueness of Breen's goals. The
significance of his arguments.
based on a vague comparison of
the moral worth of Beth Younger
with "girls" he meets at "drinkand-drowns," as aju stification of
himself. is- curious.
That the "gentleman doth
protest-too much" is not so important to' me. since I dqn't want
to match his ac/feminam attack.
A conscientious effort is J!lade by

Frosh women:
program adverse
We are writing this letter in disfavor of the Freshmen Program. The
Freshmen Program was useful the
first few weeks of school in meeting
and relating to each other. but the
time has come for us to be.on our
own.
Freshmen should not be confined
to freshmen- freshqten activities. It
seems to us that we are capable of
finding our own amusement without
being led by the hand. Everything is

Apathetic
students: losers
No one can say I did not try. no
one can point an accusing finger of
apathy and fear of involvement at
me! Maybe I didn't make myself
perfectly clear. but I thought I was
explicit enough. No one. and I mean
NO ONE gives a· damn about
anything on this campus! Two weeks
ago I wrote a plea in the paper for
any type of feedback or response to
student government or the NEWS,
about anything. about anyone. But
no one has done or written anything
at all! It's almost like trying to nail
jello to the wall. trying to get any
type of response from a student body
devoid of interest in anything out-

side of beer drinking and carousing
to all hours of the morning! .You just
can't do it!
I swear to God, every day I hear so
many complaints about the school,
about the administration, about the
student government about anything
you could possibly name. But
does anybody get off his or her
respective butt and go see Fr. Mulligan, or see Petie, or do anything?
Hell no! They just buy another
pitcher. and go home and read some
accounting or history. We could get
all kinds of concerts if the students
would only demonstrate some interest. We could have all types of
speakers from Jerry Rubin to Jerry
Springer to Jesse Jackson to W .F.
Buckley if only the student body
would show some interest. We could
have anything we wanted. but
nobodv cares.
I can not feel sorry for Petie and
Beth and the few students on campus
who are trying to accomplish
something despite the apathy of the
majority of the students. No, they
believe in something and are trying
to do something about it. They .are
doers. and are to be commended. for
their failure. is not theirs, they tried.
The ones I pity and·atmost have disgust for are all you others who do not
make even the effort to convert your
words to actions. no matter how
small. You are the ones who are displaying how you are going to spend
t"e rest of your lives, useless bilge
just tossed anywhere by the tide and
the wind. I pity you, you are the
losers.
Michael Vilaboy '78
P8ge11
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Thursday. andfrom 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
on Fridar· and Saturda1·; and that
Alter Hail he made avail~hle for student me qfier night cla~ses until midnight. Monday through Thursday.
The committee based this
proposal on questions# 10-14 of the
Campus Life Survey which indicated
that: I) 51% of the students polled
said that they were studying 15 hours
or less per week: 2) 52% were not
satisfied with librarv hours: 3) 55%
wanted hours extended to 12 midnig_ht. and 24% wanted hours extened to.l a.m.: 4)25%claim there is excessive noise on their dorm wings; 5)
34% are using the study rooms on
their floors. The interpretation given
these statistics by the committee is

The Beck Page is a free classified section
available to sludenls.lacully. and stall of Xav1er
Un1vers1ty Ads should not exceed twenty words
and must be submitted m wr1tmg at the Un1vers1ty Cenler lnlormal10n Desk c'o The Back Page
no later than the Sunday preceding publicallon.
Sorry. no ad will be repeated unless resubmitted.
I CIJ r llt\IR to complement ynu and very inexpen.. 1\l'ly too ·CiiJII.esfie. 745-.lJ22 rnr appointmt'lll.
"\I•F\GER'S Of" Berkeley: What'~ happened lll you'!
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olc day~.
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that additional places are needed for
study.
The following recommendations
by the committee to Mr. Rod
Shearer. Vice-president of Student
Development. have already been
accepted and will go into effect immediately or at .the beginning of thespring semester:
That students be allowed to have a
direct say on all policy form:uion.
except that which is governed directly by state and federal authorities.
That within the first three weeks of
the fall semester. all the regulations
be brought before each wing where
they .will be discussed and revised at
planned wing meetings. with the
wing representative acting as
moderator.
That the new revisions be incorporated into the regulations. where
the wing representatives will then
vote at the dorm council, with appro val by the majority of the Council
necessary for their going into effect.
That special cases be taken into
consideration in relation to special
interest groups and senior wings,
and that this will apply only to those
sophomores, juniors. and seniors liv·
ing in the dorms.
Thill before the end of the
semester, an evaluation be taken of
all the students within the dorm con·
cerning the performance of the Hall

Directors. Resident Assistants. and
basic areas of dorm life. to be drawn
up and administered by the Student
Development Office in conjunction
·with Student Government.
That all the results. except those
. dealing· specifically with individuals
in the dorms. be published for a lithe
dorm students. with specific cornments being given to the Hall Director and Resident Assistants only.
The following actions have also
been taken by the Student Life Committee:
Due to the low rating received by
the maintenance staff on the survey.
the Committee has agreed to give
whatever to the Student Senate to
assist them in the investigations of
the Maintenance Task Force, and
the Committee has offered to take
any of their findings to the U niversity Senate so that it can be acted
upon.
Due to a low response to the
questions related to the relations
between the Jesuits on campus and
the students in the dorms, this Committee has suggested that a program
be created by Jesuits and dorm
students that will provide for more
interaction between the two groups
for a better community atmosphere.
This suggestion has been brought to
Rev. Murel Vogel, S.J.

New English electives
add variety to :program
Two new crossdisciplinary teaching. law. journalism. public
programs. administered by the relations. and business." said John·
English department. will be · R. Getz. assistant professor of
available to students beginning this English and coordinator of the
spring. Joseph H. Wessling. program. Rev. George W. Traub.
associate chairman of the depart- S.J.. assistant professor of English
ment. announced earlier this month and coordinator of the Englishthat besides the standard E(\glish Theology program. noted an ad·
program (revised this year) students ditional opportunity for theE nglishwill now be able to elect majors in Theology student: "This new
"English and American Studies" and program should prove invaluable for
anyone who will be involved full or
"English and Theology."
The major in English and part-time in the growing field of
American studies will include basic religous education: for human excourses required of all English ma- perience- to which literature gives
jors but allow students to substitute significant articulation - is more
approved courses in American and more taken to be the starting
literature, history, and related fields point and constaht reference for dofor most of. the upper division ing any kind of theology."
English electives. The EnglishTheology program will combine the
Students who might be interested
English major with core rein
majoring in English and American
quirements and advanced study in
studies should contact Getz at 118
theology.
Hinkle Hall or c;~.ll him at extension·
Each program aims to prepare 3685 or at home (861..0209).1nquiries
students for a wide variety of career about the English-Theology major
opportunities. "When taken with the should be directed to Fr. Traub in
appropriate courses in other fields,
Alter 2·15. telephone extension 3354.
the major in English and American
He can also be reached at his
studies should be an excellent residence in Schott. extension 3438.
preparation for high school

If you knew then
what you know now,
wou!dyou have enrolled
to Army ROTC? ·
Have you ·changed your perspective .on Then you'll be ready for the · Advanced
Army ROTC-now that you've had an op- .Course when you become a Junior.
You still make no committment until y~u .
portunity to talk with friends who are
enrolied in the course? Maybe you've con- enroll in the Advanced Course. At that
cluded ·it does have something to offer you; time, you'll start earning an extra $10Q per.
·
maybe you should have enrolled when month (for up to 10 months a year).
Mail this coupon for information. Or, visit
starting your Freshman year.
Since we realize wise people change their the Army ROTC office so we can discuss
mind, we've developed a. special program the matter in detail.
for· students like you. You can enroll with
Army ROTC. Learn what it
your friends in Army ROTC now and takes to lead.
catch-up with them in your Sophomore year.
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HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati. Ohio 45212
531 5500

10% OFF
on all service and parts to
X.U. students and faculty
with identification cards.
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ARMY ROTC
XAVIER UNIVERSITY

Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

CALL Captain Bennett
Phone (513) 745-3646
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